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Abstract
The constant growth of applications involving artificial intelligence and machine
learning is an important cue for an imminent large scale diffusion of intelligent
agents in our society, intended both as robotic and as software modules. In par-
ticular, the developments in computer vision are now more than ever of primary
importance in order to provide a certain degree of awareness to these agents with
respect to the environment they act in. In this thesis we reach out to this goal,
tackling at first the need to detect objects in images at a fine-grained instance level.
Moving then to the video domain we learn to discover unknown entities and to
model the behavior of an important subset of those: humans. The first part of this
thesis is dedicated to the image domain, for which we propose a taxonomy based
technique to speed up an ensemble of instance based Exemplar-SVM classifiers.
Exemplar-SVMs have been used in literature to tackle object detection tasks, while
transferring at the same time semantic labels to the detections at a linear cost respect
to the number of training samples. Our proposed method allows us to employ these
classifiers achieving a sub-logarithmic dependence and resulting in speed gains up
to 100x for large ensembles. We also demonstrate the application of similar tech-
niques for image analysis in a real case scenario: the development of an Android
App for the Museo Novecento in Florence, Italy, which is able to recognize paint-
ings in the museum and transfer their artistic styles to personal photos. Transi-
tioning to videos, we then propose an approach aimed at discovering objects in an
unsupervised fashion by exploiting the temporal consistency of a frame-wise object
proposal. Almost without relying on the visual content of the frames we are able to
generate spatio-temporal tracks that contain generic objects and that can be used as
a preliminary step to process a video sequence. Lastly, driven by the intuition that
humans should be the focus of attention in video understanding, we introduce the
problem of modeling the progress of human actions with a frame-level granularity.
Besides knowing when someone is performing an action and where in every frame
this person is, we believe that predicting how far an ongoing action has progressed
vii
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will provide important benefits for an intelligent agent in order to interact with the
surrounding environment and with the human performing the action. To this end
we propose ProgressNet, a Recurrent Neural Network based model to jointly pre-
dict the spatio-temporal extent of an action and how far it has progressed during its
execution. Experiments on the challenging UCF101 and J-HMDB datasets demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Technological advancements have always dictated the pace of how people live their
lives, how they interact with each other and how they structure society. Through-
out history, scientific findings have become milestones to outline the evolution of
mankind, both concerning men in their personal life and the overall social-political
context in which they live.
More than ever, the last century has impacted the underlining texture of soci-
ety, with technologies capable of shortening geographical distances and creating a
whole interconnected world, where everyone interacts with an increasing amount
of people at an accelerating rhythm. And these changes in society are not just the
evolution of a path that has been disentangling throughout the past centuries, it is
instead an exponential trend that is destined to change frantically in the near future.
Starting from mechanical vehicles, passing through computers and culminating
in the diffusion of the internet, this fast spread of technology has become the key to
trigger an even faster development and understanding of technology.
This continuous flow of knowledge and scientific findings is now expected to
converge into an era in which the attention shifts, or at least expands, from humans
to intelligent agents that interact with men themselves. Tracing back its roots to the
first statistical methods in the early 1950s, the next technological milestone is in
fact the one of artificial intelligence in everyday life. Thanks to the advancements
in machine learning and the ever growing capabilities of computer hardware, we are
on the verge of witnessing the diffusion of artificial agents, which can be embodied,
among others, by autonomous driving cars, robotic aid systems for disabled people,
smart cities or even simple assistants running on a smartphone.
All these pieces of technology, in order to be perfected or to be of any utility for
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the final user, are forced to take into account a common trait that resides in actively
and autonomously understanding the environment in which they operate. To do so,
an intelligent agent can rely on different sources of data, which can generically be
identified as sensors. Whether it is a tactile sensor, an ambient sensor, a microphone
or a camera, the data will have to be gathered from the environment and analysed
through an algorithm in order to provide a prompt and suited response to the user.
The employed algorithms must be capable of determining, in the most accurate
way possible, the state of its surroundings, which normally are composed of objects,
people and other intelligent agents. Furthermore, this state in which objects and
people may be found, is a function of time and is in constant evolution, posing strict
time constraints on the actions to be performed. Actions which could themselves
be time dependent and therefore might need to continuously adapt to new inputs.
1.1 The objective
By all means the task of realizing an intelligent agent is a complex task to be han-
dled and its facets cover a broad spectrum of research fields. Of particular interest
is the capability of the intelligent agent to gather data by actually seeing the envi-
ronment that surrounds it. In fact, sight could be considered the most important of
the human senses for comprehending the context in which an individual, human or
artificial, is acting.
With this in mind, in the past decades the field of computer vision has moved
huge steps forward towards fully understanding a scene and its content. The vast
variability of scenes and possible contents has posed numerous challenges to the
computer vision community. In particular the big picture of scene understanding
can be sliced in a multiplicity of different semantic layers. At a high level, one
could be interested in simply recognizing a setting in a broad sense: am I outdoor
or indoor? Is this a beach or an office? Is this a jungle or a soccer field? This is of
course a first step to understand the environment but it has a profound importance
since context poses a set of implicit constraints about what it is expected to see in
it.
Going more in detail, it is important to understand what there is beyond a simple
context. Knowing if a particular object is present or not will allow an agent to obtain
a better understanding of what is happening in a particular scene. Furthermore,
knowing exactly where the objects are, will allow it to interact with them in some
way.
The level of detail needed for a computer vision algorithm could be even more
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precise, since one could need to know the difference between two similar objects
or even to distinguish between different instances of the same kind of object. Fine
grained recognition and instance recognition aim at doing this: there is a dog, but
is it Fido or Pluto? Is it a Terrier or a Corgi?
This level of understanding and reasoning can be extremely complex, and this
is only assuming that the scene is static, i.e. representing it through a single image.
Bringing time into the loop adds a whole new layer of complexity, since these
objects have to be identified during their evolution in order to be able to interact
with them. Differently from before, the data that needs to be processed is a stream
of images with a temporal coherence, as in a video.
At first, objects have to be found and recognized in each frame as in the static
case, but their identity has to be maintained during the span of their life in the line
of sight of the agent (i.e. until the end of the video it is processing). Moreover,
the knowledge of how they are evolving will be necessary to interact with them as
humans do.
Whereas every type of object in time could go through some kind of transfor-
mation, of large interest is the ability to model the behaviour of a particular type of
entity: humans. Since most applications are developed as human-centered, under-
standing human actions assumes a critical importance. Human actions could just be
considered as an extension of an object detection task, where a temporal extent is
also required in addition to a categorical label and a spatial localization. Yet some
applications may need to precisely understand how an action evolves through time,
for instance being able to recognize and classify the phases of an action as they
develop. This could allow an intelligent agent to efficiently prepare its response or
even anticipate what is going to happen in the surrounding environment.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis focuses on algorithms capable of predicting which entities are present
in a scene, understand where they are and possibly add some kind of additional
semantic information about which state they are in. In particular we are interested
in providing a fine-grained labeling to the detected entities, which translates in
reasoning about specific object instances instead of generic object classes or give a
detailed level of annotation about how they are interacting with the environment.
Overall, we are interested in how the surrounding environment is perceived by
a machine, seeking a prompt understanding of entities and how they are modifying
or being modified by the environment they live in. First of all it is important to
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identify which objects are present and to understand their properties. Only when
a detailed level of understanding is obtained, an agent can properly interact with
other entities. But how to interact with them is something that can only be learned
by observing other humans and how they behave in the environment. Objects and
human actions are therefore tightly connected, since the modalities of interaction
are defined both by object properties and human behaviors. In particular the entity
an agent may interact with could be a human, leading to the need of an even more
detailed comprehension of their actions. Therefore, to achieve full understanding of
how the environment is structured and how it evolves through time, it is important
for an agent to model in a fine-grained way both object appearances and human
actions.
We break down this complex problem into simpler modules by separating rea-
soning about objects and actions. At first we look at objects at an instance level,
predicting detailed annotations about them. We deal with objects both in images
and in videos, modeling how they evolve in time by exploiting their visual tempo-
ral coherence. Videos are also a key component for dealing with humans and their
actions, since their comprehension from single images can be an extremely hard
task even for a person. We therefore exploit video sequences to provide a detailed
annotation of how humans act in the scene while the action is still taking place. In
the following we provide a brief overview of these subproblems that we dealt with
in this thesis.
The first problem that we address is object detection, i.e. locating objects of in-
terest in images by providing a categorical label and their spatial coordinates within
the frame reference system. We consider this task to be the starting point to build
more complete algorithms, both for image and video analysis. We adopted the
Exemplar-SVM framework [91], a technique that exploits an ensemble of instance
classifiers to capture intra-class variations. Exemplar-SVMs are in fact instance
based classifiers, which can also be used to transfer semantic informations from
known samples onto detections. Our work focuses on making this technique feasi-
ble for large ensembles, since its computational footprint has a linear dependence
with reference to the number of training samples. By building an exemplar taxon-
omy and combining it with other efficiency strategies, we are able to obtain up to a
two orders of magnitude speed-up in the evaluation of large ensembles.
We exploited similar techniques in a real case scenario, i.e. the development
of an Android App for the Museo Novecento in Florence, Italy. Through the App,
visitors can recognize some of the paintings in the museum by framing them with
the camera. By doing so, they will get additional information about the artworks
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and transfer the style of the painting onto a personal photo.
Transitioning towards the video domain, a technique to discover objects in
videos in an unsupervised fashion is presented. To find instances of unknown ob-
jects we match object proposal boxes [67, 165] across adjacent frames, under the
assumption that proposals covering an object will exhibit a spatio-temporal con-
sistency. Through this matching process we are able to create a set of tracks that
represent meaningful objects in a video. The whole process does not rely on any
kind of prior knowledge about the object that may be present in the video and does
not require any form of supervision.
Lastly, motivated by the intuition that understanding humans and their actions
is the key to develop effective interaction applications, we introduce the new task of
action progress prediction. What we want to achieve is a fine grained comprehen-
sion of how an action is evolving during its execution. In particular we predict for
each frame in a video how far an action has progressed by indicating the percentage
of its completion. At the same time we provide spatio-temporal localization as in
classical action detection approaches. To the best of our knowledge we are the first
to deal with the concept of action progress in videos.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 an overview of the state of
the art on object detection and action recognition is given. In Chapter 3 we outline
our technique to speed-up an ensemble of Exemplar-SVMs and tackle an object de-
tection task. In Chapter 4, we describe our experience with the Museo Novecento,
where we applied similar image recognition techniques to detect different paintings
in the museum. Chapter 5 goes into detail about our unsupervised object discov-
ery method in the video domain, whereas in Chapter ?? we explain our work with
action progress prediction, the new task that we introduced for a detailed human
action understanding. In Chapter 7 we draw our conclusions, reviewing the most
relevant contributions of this work.
6 Introduction
Chapter 2
Literature review
This chapter provides a brief overview of related work on object and
action recognition. The first part of the chapter focuses on object de-
tection in still images and videos, reviewing both classical methods
with handcrafted features and the new techniques that rely on deep
learning. The second part deals instead with the problem of localizing
and recognizing humans performing specific actions in videos.
This thesis is composed of elements drawn from different fields of research in
computer vision and machine learning, focusing on two main areas: object detec-
tion, i.e. localizing and recognizing objects in images; and action recognition, i.e.
classifying actions in videos, possibly predicting when it takes place (action detec-
tion) and where the actor is within each frame (action localization). In the following
section an overview of the most used state of the art techniques is given for both
topics.
2.1 Object Detection
Object detectors in today’s state of the art are based on three different aspects: good
features, powerful classifiers and a large amount of data. Traditionally, features
have been hand-crafted and engineered to meet design requirements that seemed
suitable to tackle the problem at hand and then used to train an appropriate classifier.
With the advent of deep learning [81], this pipeline blended into an end-to-end
model where features and classifiers are jointly learned directly from raw pixels in
order to succeed in specific tasks.
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One of the most commonly used hand-crafted feature for object detection is
Dalal and Triggs’ Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [21], which character-
izes object appearance using edge distribution. These features are usually employed
to train models that are evaluated on images in a sliding window fashion at differ-
ent scales. Since computing (and evaluating) HOG features over image pyramids
can be very expensive, Dolla´r et al. [28] have proposed a method to create sparse
pyramids approximating the remaining scales with pyramidal classifiers at each
level. In [12] the multi-scale sampling problem has been moved from testing time
to training time. Fast commonly used classification methods are given by cascade
classifiers [141], an extension of the AdaBoost algorithm which uses the intuition
according to which a series of week classifiers could outperform a single strong
classifier. Cascade architecture found its evolution in soft cascade [14] where the
trade-off between speed and accuracy can be weighed exploring ROC surfaces.
HOG features are usually exploited in combination with classifiers such as Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [18]. A variant of SVM where classifiers are trained with
only one positive example, called Exemplar SVM [91], has also gained popularity
for the ability to transfer meta-data from training to test samples.
One limitation of holistic sliding window approaches is the lack of robustness
to intra-class variations of appearance when aspect ratios are fixed. This problem
is encountered when objects of some categories can exhibit a high variability of
poses or shapes such as people or animals. Felzenszwalb et al. [39] proposed a
method to overcome this problem with the Deformable Parts Model (DPM). DPM
employs a set of filters with HOG features modelling each category with a root
filter and a fixed number of part filters. This kind of classifier is very powerful
but at the same time very slow to evaluate, even though fast evaluation methods
have been proposed recently using cascade classifiers [40], evaluating templates
at all locations simultaneously exploiting the properties of Fast Fourier Transform
[29], using vector quantization [120] or combining various strategies to deal with
different bottlenecks [121].
In addition to DPM, bag of visual words models ( [140], [60]) are also common for
object detection. Optimized data structures, such as hash tables, can also be used
in object detection. Dean et al. [24] exploit local sensitive hashing to replace the
dot product operations and effectively detect up to 100.000 classes in less than 20
seconds. Alternatively, Lampert et al. [85] have proposed an Efficient Subwindow
Search (ESS) using a branch and bound approach.
Another way to speed-up a sliding window detector is to avoid an exhaustive
search through window proposal techniques. Object proposals [67] provide a rela-
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tively small set of bounding boxes likely to contain salient regions in images, based
on some objectness measure. In this way only promising areas of the image are
tested, reducing considerably the computational burden. In [2] an objectness mea-
sure is proposed to select candidate regions that are likely to contain an object and
Cheng et al. [17] use binarized normed gradients (BING) for efficient objectness es-
timation. Different proposals, such as EdgeBoxes [165] and Selective Search [139],
are commonly used in image related tasks to reduce the number of candidate regions
to evaluate.
Proposal methods have also become a key component in modern object detec-
tors based on convolutional neural networks [53]. The R-CNN [52] architecture
opened the way to a series of groundbreaking models that exploit a restricted set
of proposal regions to accurately localize objects in the scene. R-CNN has been
refined in multiple iterations introducing at first the concept of ROI pooling to
share part of the computation for each proposal [51] and then replacing the pro-
posal module with a Region Proposal Network (RPN) [115] to learn how to gen-
erate candidate boxes. Evolving from this paradigm, CNN-based detectors such as
YOLO [112,113] and SSD [89] have started to look at the whole image to generate
predictions based on fixed anchor boxes in the image.
2.2 Action recognition
Human action understanding has been traditionally framed as a classification task.
It has been addressed with a plethora of methods using global features, local fea-
tures and representation learning [1]. Motion based features have played a key role
in dealing with action classification tasks: Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) and
Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH) [86] have been largely used, often in com-
bination with powerful encoding schemes such as VLAD [71] and Fisher Vec-
tors [108, 109]. These descriptors have been used in the form of Dense Trajecto-
ries [86] to track sampled feature points through frames and follow them according
to optical flow. An improved version which separates relevant motion from camera
motion has also proved to be successful for action recognition tasks [146]. Meth-
ods that adopt Convolutional Neural Networks have also started to emerge, often
adapting the model to deal with the temporal component, such as 3D convolu-
tions (C3D) [138], two stream networks [38,127] and Temporal Segment Networks
(TSN) [147].
Recently, helped by the fact that datasets have grown in size and complexity
thus providing a larger number of classes and more detailed annotations [69], sev-
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eral tasks have emerged aiming at a more precise semantic annotation of videos,
namely action detection and action localization. Whereas the goal of action detec-
tion is to determine when an action is taking place, action localization also aims at
determining where the actor is in every interested frame.
Early methods to tackle the task of temporal action detection have been Gaidon
et al. [45, 46] proposing an Actom Sequence Model that focuses on atomic actions
and Niebles et al. [102] who used latent variables to model complex actions. Fer-
nando et al. [42] adapted the Bag of Visual Words representation to time in order
to deal with action recognition.
More recent approaches mostly rely on deep learning, making a large use of
recurrent neural network models: in [32] Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) net-
works are exploited to gather action proposals from untrimmed videos; in [155]
LSTMs are used to deal with multiple inputs and multiple outputs in case of dense
action labelling; in [159] a pyramidal descriptor is proposed and combined with
recurrent neural networks. Heilbron et al. [65] have recently proposed a very fast
approach to generate temporal action proposals based on sparse dictionary learning.
Yeung et al. [156] looked at the problem of temporal action detection as joint action
prediction and iterative boundary refinement by training a RNN agent with rein-
forcement learning. Shou et al. [123,125] instead have recently proposed action lo-
calization approaches based on multi-stage CNNs and Convolution-Deconvolution
networks.
Frame level action localization instead has been tackled extending state-of-the
art object detection approaches [115] to the spatio-temporal domain. A common
strategy is to start from object proposals and then perform object detection over
RGB and optical flow features using convolutional neural networks [54, 107, 122].
Gkioxari et al. generate action proposals by filtering Selective Search boxes with
motion saliency, and fuse motion and temporal decision using an SVM [54]. More
recent approaches, devised end-to-end tunable architectures integrating region pro-
posal networks in their model [107, 122]. As discussed in [122], most action de-
tection works do not deal with untrimmed sequences and do not generate action
tubes. To overcome this limitation, Saha et al. [122] propose an energy maximisa-
tion algorithm to link detections obtained with their framewise detection pipeline.
Another way of exploiting the temporal constraint is to address action detection in
videos as a tracking problem, learning action trackers from data [149].
A closely related line of work addresses the specific case of online action de-
tection. In [66], a method based on Structured Output SVM is proposed to perform
early detection of video events. To this end, they introduce a score function of class
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confidences that has an higher value on partially observed actions. The structure of
sequential actions is used in Soral et al. [132], in an ego-vision scenario, to predict
future actions given the current status. Their purpose is to timely remind the user
of actions missing in the sequence.
Going beyond action recognition and detection/localization, more complex kind
of tasks have been presented in literature. The very recent direction of predictive
vision [144, 148] is for example tries to obtain some kind of prediction of its near
future given an observed video. Vondrick et al. predict a learned representation
and a semantic interpretation [144] while subsequent works predict the entire video
frame [94, 145]. All these tasks however do not focus on the progress of an action,
they focus on predicting the aftermath of an action based on some preliminary
observations, leaving progress prediction an open issue.
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Chapter 3
Indexing ensembles of
Exemplar-SVMs with rejecting
taxonomies
Ensembles of Exemplar-SVMs have been introduced as a framework
for object detection but have found a large interest in a wide variety of
task. What makes this technique so attractive is the possibility of asso-
ciating to instance specific classifiers one or more semantic labels that
can be transferred at test time. To guarantee its effectiveness though,
a large collection of classifiers has to be used. This directly translates
in a high computational footprint, which could make the evaluation
step prohibitive. To overcome this issue we organize Exemplar-SVMs
into a taxonomy, exploiting the joint distribution of Exemplar scores.
This permits to index the classifiers at a logarithmic cost. We propose
a highly efficient Vector Quantized Rejecting Taxonomy to discard un-
promising image regions during evaluation. This allows us to obtain
ramarkable speed gains, with an improvement up to more than two
orders of magnitude. To verify the robustness of our indexing data
structure with reference to a standard Exemplar-SVM ensemble, we
experiment with the Pascal VOC 2007 benchmark on the Object De-
tection competition and on a simple segmentation task. 1
1Parts of this chapter have been published as “Indexing quantized ensembles of exemplar-SVMs
with rejecting taxonomies” in Multimedia Tools and Applications, vol. in press, 2017. (Special Issue:
Content Based Multimedia Indexing) [10] and “Indexing ensembles of exemplar-svms with rejecting
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Detection
Exemplar-SVM Segmentation Meta-Data
Label Transfer
Figure 3.1: Overview of our approach. Vector Quantized Exemplars of each class
are stored in a learned taxonomy which is traversed to locate the best matching one
enabling detection and label transfer at a logarithmic cost.
3.1 Introduction
The exponential growth of user produced media has made large scale indexing a
central task in computer vision and multimedia analysis. This huge amount of data
can be leveraged in training complex computer vision algorithms in order to boost
performance in tasks such as image classification, object detection or, more broadly,
scene understanding.
Indexing algorithms are not just meant to store and retrieve data, but can be a
key component in the process of scaling a computer vision technique to data sizes
of today’s scenarios. Data therefore requires specific indexing structures in order
to be handled properly and be accessed as fast as possible. Several approaches
have been developed, mostly based on hashing and taxonomy learning techniques.
Such structures are built with a process that is guided by similarity in some visual
feature space, possibly exploiting partial matching of images to improve robustness.
The task at hand, namely image retrieval, classification or object detection, usually
taxonomies”, in Proc. of Content-Based Multimedia Indexing (CBMI), Bucharest (Romania), 2016. [9].
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determines the choice of structure and similarity function.
Visual taxonomies are often exploited to stress both computational efficiency
and to impose a structure on the data. Regarding efficiency, a logarithmic depen-
dency is created on the number of elements that have to be accessed. On the other
hand, the topology that this kind of data structure imposes on the data is useful for
classification tasks, since samples are organized ranging from coarse to fine as the
tree is traversed from the root to a leaf. Both these aspects, which are directly tied
to effectiveness and efficiency, depend of how well data is distributed and how it
has been clustered together. In fact the branching factor and the overall balance
have an impact on both elements. With this in mind, efforts to learn an optimal
taxonomy have been done.
Gao and Koller [49] propose to learn a relaxed hierarchy in which a subset of
confusing class labels can be ignored in the upper levels of the tree. This method is
derived from [153] where a set of binary classifiers is organized in a tree or a DAG
structure. A tree data structure where each node groups a set of category labels
more and more specific as one gets closer to the leaves has been proposed in [93].
In [13] spectral clustering is used recursively to optimize an overall tree loss,
extending the work of Deng et al. [27] who jointly learn a hierarchical structure
and a set of classifiers used at each node. An optimization problem is designed
to maximize efficiency given a constraint on accuracy. A similar approach is used
in [56] where the confusion matrix of class similarities is exploited to build a label
hierarchy.
Liu et al. [88] instead have proposed a probabilistic approach for learning the
label tree parameters using maximum likelihood estimation. Similarly, random
forests have been exploited to build fast taxonomies for classification [116] and
fine-grained categorization [154].
Apart from speed issues, taxonomies are also useful to organize data semanti-
cally, since objects are often naturally organizable in hierarchies. In [25] a hierarchy
is built to represent composition and exclusion relations among classes. Instead of
learning a taxonomy in [82] and [58] the ImageNet [26] hierarchy is exploited to
transfer annotations between similar classes. Similarly in [117] WordNet [96] is
used to propagate knowledge from known to novel categories. In [99] the WordNet
taxonomy is used in combination with spatial information to establish scene con-
figurations. Coarse-to-fine taxonomies have been used to classify plants by Fan et
al. [36] using a hierarchical multi-task structural learning algorithm.
In this chapter we propose to build a taxonomy through an object based indexing
strategy, which adopts a metric learning approach to improve with respect to nearest
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neighbor methods.
Our method, instead of indexing image patches, organizes a set of instance
specific classifiers into a taxonomy, exploiting as a key component the Exemplar-
SVM framework (ESVM) [91]. Exemplar-SVM learns a single classifier for each
available training object, meaning that the positive set will contain a single point,
opposite to a wide collection of negative patches. ESVM is considered a semi-
parametric approach, where object similarity metrics are trained discriminatively.
Highly specific templates are learned in this process improving the quality of near-
est neighbours. What makes the Exemplar framework even more appealing is the
possibility of maintaining the properties of a nearest neighbour technique, namely
the ability of establishing correspondences between train and test samples.
All the annotation available for training instances, such as segmentation masks,
3D information or user tags can be transferred to unlabelled data thanks to this
direct correspondence that can only be established with non-parametric approaches.
This property has found strong interest in the computer vision community in a broad
range of tasks, thanks to being simple and intuitive.
The main drawback of Exemplar-SVMs, which limits the practical use of the
method, is related to computational efficiency since thousands of classifiers have
to be evaluated. This both affects training and testing time complexity. Training
is a less relevant issue since it is usually performed once and for all. Moreover
it has been shown that given enough background patches linear classifiers can be
trained efficiently [59]. In this work we present a novel method to learn a taxonomy
on exemplars, that can be exploited as an indexing structure. Furthermore we also
show how taxonomy nodes can be processed using Vector Quantization obtaining
even higher performance.
The goal is to introduce a logarithmic factor instead of a linear one regarding
the number of classifiers that need to be evaluated at test time. To further reduce
the amount of classifier evaluations we learn node specific thresholds in order to
reject patches that are unlikely to be classified as positive by the subsequent nodes.
The choice of exploiting a taxonomy is also justified by the fact that it allows us
to cluster similar Exemplars, adding implicit information about visual interclass
similarity, which is useful for tasks as detection or fine grained classification.
We quantize clusters of Exemplar-SVMs and treat them as separate and highly
efficient classifiers. This approach differs from Fast Template Vector Quantization
(FTVQ) [120] since we quantize cluster centroids instead of proper ESVM classi-
fiers. This permits to evaluate the ensemble in the quantized domain, using these
centroids to guide the taxonomy traversal with a reduced computational footprint.
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As for [97], which introduces Context Forests, our method is significantly dif-
ferent since we are able to speed-up the evaluation with a taxonomy using the whole
ensemble, whereas they use forests to obtain a retrieval set of relevant exemplars.
Moreover they base their forests on global image features while we directly index
the Exemplar classifiers.
We find that exploiting a combination of our speed-up strategies we are able
to obtain an improvement of a couple of orders of magnitude in speed. An in
depth qualitative and quantitative evaluation of our method is reported, showing the
impact of the indexing data structure on an object detection task and a segmentation
task.
The chapter is organized as follows. After providing background theory notions
about Exemplar-SVM ensembles in Section 3.2, the proposed method is explained
in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, focusing on the learning and evaluation parts. Ex-
perimental results are discussed in Section 3.5 and conclusions are drawn in Sec-
tion 3.6.
3.2 Exemplar-SVM ensembles
Recently, Exemplar-SVMs [91] have been proposed to perform label transfer among
objects in images. Labels can be tags or categorical variables that identify the ob-
ject (as in an object detection task), or more structured meta-data such as segmen-
tation masks or 3D models. Ensembles of Exemplar-SVMs leverage the intuition
according to which a pool of simple classifiers, one for each training sample, can
outperform a single and complex one. Moreover, behind this choice lays the desire
to be able to exploit in object detection tasks the explicit correspondence typical
of a nearest-neighbor method inside a discriminative learning framework, such as
Support Vector Machines.
An optimization problem is defined for each exemplar xE , separating it from
the negative windows by learning a weight vector wE and a bias bE which identify
the optimal separating hyperplane wTEx + bE = 0. The optimization problem has
the following convex objective function
ΩE(w, b) = ‖w‖2 + C1h(wT xE + b) + C2
∑
x∈NE
(−wT x− b) (3.1)
where h is the hinge loss function h(x) = max(0, 1 − x) and C1 and C2 are set
separately to moderate the unbalance in the data set. We follow the approach of
Malisiewicz et al. [91] which report C1 = 0.5 and C2 = .01.
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New formulations of the framework have also been proposed. A joint calibra-
tion algorithm for optimizing the ensemble in its entirety is used in [98] to learn
specific per-exemplar thresholds; recursive E-SVM is defined by [161], where ex-
emplars are used as visual features encoders and in [79] three different viewpoints
for interpreting E-SVM are proposed. All this interest towards Exemplar-SVMs is
justified by the wide range of possible label transfer applications that can be paired
with object detection: segmentation [137], 3D model and viewpoint estimation [5],
part level regularization [6], GPS transfer [57], scene classification [130] amongst
others.
The evaluation phase of the ESVM framework requires that each classifier is
independently tested in a sliding window fashion, generating different detections
according to the classifier scores. To perform the step faster one must either reduce
the amount of windows to be evaluated or the amount of exemplars. In the following
we show how to deal with both issues. First we show how to learn a taxonomy of
exemplars per class in order to reduce the number of classifiers. Then we introduce
different strategies for reducing the number of test windows such as a rejecting tax-
onomies and flipped Exemplars. Moreover the use of Vector Quantization tackles
the overall speed of the method.
3.3 Learning an ESVM taxonomy
We propose to build a highly balanced tree using spectral clustering hierarchically.
Different clustering techniques for learning the taxonomy (such as hierarchical k-
means and agglomerative clustering with different cluster aggregation criteria) have
been tested in a set of preliminary experiments. All but the divisive spectral clus-
tering resulted in poor taxonomies with unbalanced trees which are detrimental to
performance; moreover, as also shown in [70, 130], methods based on Euclidean
metrics do not perform well in high-dimensional spaces, due to the well known
curse of dimensionality. This is due to the fact that spectral clustering can be seen
as a relaxation of a graph partitioning problem [101, 133, 142], which directly op-
timizes cluster balance. As a quantitative confirmation of this good behavior we
perform an experiment to measure the depth and balance of our trees. We use as
baseline K-means and compare it to our approach based on spectral clustering.
Table 3.1 reports a comparative analysis between spectral clustering and K-
means, highlighting the benefits of the former in creating a balanced tree. We show
statistics for different trees, created using the 20 classes of the Pascal VOC 2007
dataset [33]. Balanced trees have a depth equal to the log2(X), where X is the
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log2(Num) 8.26 8.46 8.92 8.18 8.98 7.84 10.29 8.55 9.64 8.02
Depth SC 13 13 13 12 13 12 14 12 14 11
Depth KM 25 37 34 39 47 32 46 31 45 27
Balance SC 0.76 0.77 0.75 0.77 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.77
Balance KM 0.49 0.49 0.45 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.46
log2(Num) 7.75 8.99 8.5 8.41 12.2 9.01 8.01 7.95 8.21 8.34
Depth SC 11 13 13 12 17 13 12 13 13 12
Depth KM 37 30 39 28 59 43 31 31 27 36
Balance SC 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.73 0.77 0.76
Balance KM 0.43 0.47 0.47 0.51 0.47 0.44 0.48 0.49 0.5 0.47
Table 3.1: Spectral Clustering (SC) vs. K-means Clustering (KM). Statistics on
the trees created for each class of the Pascal VOC 2007 dataset [33] are shown. Num
is the number of Exemplars for each class and its binary logarithm provides a lower
bound on the tree depth (perfectly balanced tree). Depth SC and Depth KM are
the depths obtained with Spectral Clustering and K-means, respectively (lower is
better). Balance indicates the average ratio of cluster sizes at each split in the tree
(higher is better, perfect balance is obtained with Balance = 1).
data stored in the tree. Therefore comparing tree depth with data cardinality is a
good cue of tree balancing. Moreover tree depth also affects efficiency, since in
the worst case the amount of comparison can not be larger than the tree depth.
Spectral clustering highly outperforms K-means, building trees with depths close
to the optimal value. To stress this we also report a balance value, calculated as the
average ratio of cluster cardinalities at each split in the tree
Balance(N) =
1
|N |
∑
i∈N
min(|Li|, |Ri|)
max(Li|, |Ri) , (3.2)
where Li and Ri are the sets of exemplar obtained splitting node i. A perfectly
balanced tree would have Balance=1, which is obtained when all node splits have
the same cardinality. Considering these results we adopted Spectral Clustering for
building our taxonomies.
Spectral clustering is a technique that reformulates clustering as a graph par-
titioning problem, where connected components of the graph are associated with
different clusters. In spectral clustering the attention is focused on a tool called
graph Laplacian matrix, which establishes the similarity of nearby vertices. In lit-
erature various formulations of the Laplacian matrix have been proposed. In this
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work we follow the approach that refers to the normalized version of [101]:
Ln = D−1/2SD−1/2 (3.3)
where S is the affinity matrix and D is a diagonal matrix where each element
Dii =
N∑
j=1
Sij .
We first define the matrix A that captures the likelihood of two exemplars wi
and wj firing together on the same sample. This matrix represents the compatibility
of exemplars. So given the matrix obtained by concatenating all the raw features
H = [h1 . . .hN] and the matrix of the respective learnt exemplar hyperplanes W =
[w1 . . .wN] our affinity matrix is defined as:
A = WTH. (3.4)
Therefore element Aij represents the score of exemplar wi on the feature hj on
which exemplar wj has been trained and vice versa.
Since the matrix A is not guaranteed to be symmetric we apply the same strategy
as in [13] and define
S =
1
2
(
AT + A
)
(3.5)
that is symmetric.
Recursively applying spectral clustering we create our taxonomy as shown in
Algorithm 1. Note that for each split we set the representative of each node as
wˆN =
1
|WN |
∑
i∈WN
wi. (3.6)
An example of the representatives for the first split of the bicycle and bus classes
is shown in Figure 3.2, highlighting how the dominant views of the objects, frontal
and sideways, are captured. Even though the proposed approach is feature inde-
pendent in our experiments we employed Histogram of Oriented Gradients features
(HOG) [21], as in the original Exemplar-SVM formulation. The representations
of the centroids in Figure 3.2 are done showing the HOG glyphs and the inverse
Hoggle representation of [143].
3.4 Accelerated ESVM evaluation
An ensemble of exemplars can be easily associated with a setW of exemplar hyper-
planes wi of the same class. Each image window feature vector h can be evaluated
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FUNCTION splitSet(W)
Data: W = {wi . . .wM};S
Result: subsetsWL,WR :WL ∩WR = ∅;
W =WL ∪WR;
subset representatives: wˆL, wˆR
if |W| > 1 then
[WL,WR]← spectralClustering(S, 2) ;
wˆL ← 1|WL|
∑
i∈WL
wi;
wˆR ← 1|WR|
∑
i∈WR
wi;
splitSet(WL);
splitSet(WR);
else
leaf node reached;
end
Algorithm 1: Taxonomy Learning. We recursively apply spectral clustering ob-
taining a binary tree and keeping as representative for node n the mean hyperplane
wˆn.
selecting the best exemplar using:
arg max
i∈W
wTi h (3.7)
In order to do this each exemplar has to be tested against every test window. Thanks
to our learned hierarchy we can reduce this operation to a tree traversal. The com-
putation is performed by iteratively selecting from the current node, the child with
the highest scoring representative:
next node = arg max
i∈{L,R}
wˆTi h (3.8)
where L and R are the left and right children of the current node, respectively.
The scores
wˆTi h =
1
|WN |
∑
i∈WN
wTi h (3.9)
represent a lower bound on the score obtained by the best exemplar present in each
sub-tree therefore we greedily pursue the path that maximizes this bound. This of
course does not guarantee to select the leaf with the actual maximum. A schematic
pipeline of our system is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of samples from the first two splits for the classes
bicycle and bus of Pascal VOC 2007 [34] (top). From the HOG (center) and
inverted HOG [143] (bottom) representations of their centroids can be clearly seen
how the exemplars are indexed based on their viewpoint, clustering frontal and lat-
eral views of the objects. Better viewed on computer.
3.4.1 Flipped exemplars
To improve the efficiency of the taxonomy, we also propose a small variant adding
flipped copies of the exemplars to the ensemble. In fact a common trick to en-
hance detection accuracy, which is also used in the Exemplar-SVM formulation, is
to evaluate both test images and their horizontally flipped copies. In this way the
classifiers become more expressive, gaining a certain degree of invariance to view-
point. This, in the case of a sliding window based detector, comes at the cost of
doubling the number of windows that have to be evaluated.
With this in mind we evaluate windows only from the unflipped image and
instead we double the number the classifiers, adding flipped exemplars. In the
case of the standard ensemble there is no substantial difference between testing
flipped windows or evaluating flipped models, but thanks to the logarithmic factor
introduced by the tree, we are able to halve the number of windows without almost
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Figure 3.3: Horizontal flipped HOG: From the original image (left) an exemplar
HOG template is learnt (center) and then the flipped copy is obtained reorganizing
the bins of the histogram (right).
any additional cost. In fact if the tree is well balanced, doubling the number of
exemplars only increases the depth of the tree by one.
To obtain the flipped version of each classifier we simply swap its components
according to the orientations of the gradients in the correspondent HOG feature
vector without any additional training. Figure 3.3 shows an example of flipped
HOG template.
3.4.2 Early rejection
For each query image tens of thousands of windows have to be evaluated, mak-
ing the evaluation phase very expensive. Inspired by the similarities with cascade
classifiers by Bourdev and Brandt [14], we inserted in our framework a rejecting
strategy by learning early rejection thresholds. The aim is to discard most of the
windows at the higher levels of the tree if they do not look promising. This is done
learning a threshold on the output score of each node, which makes the evalua-
tion faster by drastically reducing the number of comparisons for each image. As
shown in Figure 3.4, after a few nodes most of the background windows are re-
moved while windows that reach the leaves are densely clustered around the object
to be detected.
We introduce an approach which is close to the philosophy of soft-cascades
proposed in [14] to learn the threshold values. Soft-cascades are based on the usage
of a rejection distribution vector v = (v1, ...vT ) where vt ≥ 0 is the minimum
fraction of objects that we are allowed to miss at the t-th stage of the cascade. In
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Figure 3.4: Windows retained during tree traversal using rejection thresholds. The
amount of windows decreases significantly from the first tree node (leftmost) to the
last (rightmost).
our setting, instead of a cascade with T classifiers we have a tree withM leaves, i.e.
2M − 1 classifiers. The aim is to learn a rejection threshold for each node and to
do so we group together nodes at the same depth, in order to establish the rejection
distribution vector. Each path down the tree is treated as a soft-cascade. For a tree
of depth D we employ a rejection distribution vector v with D values, one for each
tree level, defined as
vd = exp
1
2
(
d
D
− 1
)
. (3.10)
In our implementation this function defines the percentage of windows we want to
keep at each level of our tree and has the property to saturate towards 1 descending
towards a leaf. With this strategy we reject most of the least promising windows in
the first levels, increasing the amount of kept windows at each stage.
Thresholds tn for each node n are learned by evaluating approximately 2M
windows drawn randomly from a validation set. Considering a set of windows H
that reach node n we select the value that at this node allows vt · |H| windows to
be retained.
3.4.3 Quantized Nodes
In literature the task of speeding-up the evaluation of an ensemble of Exemplar-
SVMs has been tackled by Sadeghi et al. [120] exploiting Vector Quantization. We
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show that their approach is orthogonal to ours and we propose a vector quantized
indexing taxonomy.
In our framework, image patches are represented as HOG feature vectors [21].
The feature vector is built by dividing the patch in Nw × Nh cells. For each cell
a histogram of oriented gradients is computed over Nb bins. The resulting feature
vector is composed by Nw × Nh arrays of Nb bins (we use Nb = 31 as in [39],
[91], [120]). When searching for an object in an image we compare a template of
such object category which in our case is a learned exemplar-SVM. Therefore, a
comparison between a learned HOG template (e.g. an Exemplar-SVM) and a HOG
feature vector will require Nw ×Nh ×Nb comparisons.
To approximate this computation, Vector Quantization requires to learn a dic-
tionary in order to represent HOG feature vectors. This can be done simply by
clustering random HOG cells and collecting the resulting centroids. This allows us
to represent each cell as a scalar instead of a 31-dimensional array by taking the
index of the closest centroid.
A convenient and efficient strategy to accelerate computation is to pre-compute
values and store them in a lookup table. For each classifier a lookup table is then
built by computing partial scores between the cells of the template and all the cen-
troids. These lookup tables are data structures which can be indexed with a centroid
index and return the precomputed partial score with a given template cell. In this
way, at test time the full dot product between a template and a detection window is
approximated as a sum of partial scores by looking them up in the table.
We can integrate this technique in our framework by replacing the representa-
tive of each node in the taxonomy with a lookup table. In this way we are able to
exploit the fast evaluation of single templates offered by Vector Quantization and
to maintain the speed-up offered by the taxonomy.
Representing the tree as a lookup table TC×M×N , where C is the number of
cells in a template, M the number of centroids used to quantize the models and N
the number of nodes in the taxonomy, we can reformulate the node selection for
traversing the tree from Equation 3.8 as:
next node = arg max
i∈{L,R}
C∑
c=1
T(c,h(c), i) (3.11)
where h(c) is the c–th cell of the current window h and L and R are the left
and right children of the current node, respectively.
To ensure a fast evaluation of the lookup table we employ fixed point arithmetic
for computing scores, as suggested in [120]. To do so we map the values in the
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lookup table as 16 bit integers in the range
[
− (215−1)C ; (2
15−1)
C
]
in order to be able
to sum up to C signed values without overflow or underflow. To reverse to the
correct score after evaluation, we simply rescale the value to the original range.
The complexity of evaluating a template on a single window hence amounts
just to C table lookups and C sums between 16 bit integers instead of a dot prod-
uct between two high dimensional floating point vectors. As stated in [120], the
dot product could be faster than a table lookup, depending on the CPU architec-
ture and on how data is stored in memory. We therefore ensure that at training
time the lookup table is packed in a contiguous block of memory, permitting the
usage of fast SIMD instructions sets such as SSE (Streaming SIMD Extensions)
and AVX (Advanced Vector Extension). Moreover, a feature quantization step has
to be added to the evaluation pipeline. In fact each HOG cell in the feature vectors
extracted from the test windows have to be associated with a centroid. However
the cost of this operation is negligible compared to the time needed to evaluate the
ensemble.
All the proposed variants of our method are compatible with the Vector Quan-
tized Taxonomy. In particular, for the rejecting taxonomy of Section 3.4.2 we sim-
ply compute the rejection thresholds directly in the quantized domain.
3.4.4 Rescoring
After evaluating the hierachy we rescore the best 5% of the test windows with
the whole ensemble, in order to gather more detections. This step is required
since the ESVM framework boosts detected bounding boxes using an exemplar co-
occurrence matrix. This boosting procedure is less effective with a reduced number
of detections, as in the case of our taxonomy which associates only one detection
for bounding box. The rescoring step allows us to overcome this problem by eval-
uating the entire ensemble only on a restricted subset of windows, which requires
a negligible additional cost. Furthermore this helps to mitigate the approximation
effect of Vector Quantization. In fact a similar approach is used in [120].
3.4.5 Complexity analysis of ESVM ensembles
To evaluate and ensemble of ESVMs, a set of N windows taken from an image has
to be tested against a pool of M Exemplar classifiers. Therefore, the complexity of
evaluating an ensemble is O(NM). Our proposed algorithm instead, in the case of
a balanced binary tree has a complexity of O(N log2(M)) since each window only
has to traverse it from the root to a leaf.
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The rescoring step (Section 3.4.4) has an impact on this cost which depends
on the windows to be rescored in an image and the number of exemplars, so it
is O(N ′M) where N ′ is the amount of windows to be rescored. The cost will
increase linearly in the amount of rescored windows, since the number of exemplar
remains fixed. Our method has a trade-off which is found when log2(M)N +
N ′M ≥ NM , which is not dependent on N since N ′ = pN , with p the fraction
of windows to rescore. Hence, we obtain that the rescoring becomes expensive
when log2(M) ≥ (1− p)M . In case window rejection is applied a factor furtherly
reducing the rescoring cost has to be considered. The above trade-off depends
both on the amount of exemplars and on the percentage of rescored windows. It
easily seen that for p < 1 there is always a value of M for which our method
is faster than the ensemble. In practice our approach becomes inconvenient for
small M (e.g less than 50) and high p (more than .15). Moreover the use of Vector
Quantized Exemplars, effectively reduces the computational time required for each
comparison.
3.5 Experimental results
We evaluate the proposed algorithm on the Pascal VOC 2007 object detection
benchmark [34], comparing the results to the baselines given by the original ESVM
framework [91] and its Vector Quantized version [120]. Besides accuracy we focus
on the speed-up gain in the evaluation step. We also present results for a segmen-
tation task based on label transfer, showing how our approach is able to provide
comparable high quality masks with the monolithic ensemble formulation.
3.5.1 Object Detection
Object detection accuracy is important in order to establish how the taxonomy is
able to approximate the capabilities of a standard ESVM ensemble. To build the
hierarchical ensembles we use the pre-trained exemplars provided by [91] for each
of the Pascal trainval objects (20 categories, 12608 exemplars). Each class is
evaluated using a different taxonomy, specific to its class.
We report the results obtained using four different approaches: the standard hi-
erarchy built through plain spectral clustering (Tree), an augmented version cre-
ated using both exemplars and their horizontally flipped copies (Tree-flip, see
Section 3.4.1) and the rejecting version of the two previous strategies (Tree-rej
and Tree-flip-rej, respectively. See Section 3.4.2).
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Method
ESVM [91] 19.0 47.0 3.0 11.0 9.0 39.0 40.0 2.0 6.0 15.0 7.0
ELDA [59] 18.4 39.9 9.6 10.0 11.3 39.6 42.1 10.7 6.1 12.1 3.0
FTVQ [120] 18.0 47.0 3.0 11.0 9.0 39.0 40.0 2.0 6.0 15.0 7.0
Tree-flip-rej 18.0 45.5 2.2 9.0 9.4 39.0 37.4 1.6 6.2 13.5 6.1
Tree-rej 13.1 46.6 1.9 10.0 8.0 39.7 37.8 1.2 5.9 15.5 5.1
Tree-flip 17.6 45.5 2.3 9.2 7.7 39.0 38.0 1.5 6.2 13.6 6.1
Tree 13.0 46.4 2.1 10.5 7.2 40.0 38.5 1.3 5.9 15.5 7.0
mAP Time
ESVM [91] 2.0 44.0 38.0 13.0 5.0 20.0 12.0 36.0 28.0 19.8 6.48 ms
ELDA [59] 10.6 38.1 30.7 18.2 1.4 12.2 11.1 27.6 30.2 19.1 6.48 ms
FTVQ [120] 2.0 44.0 38.0 13.0 5.0 20.0 12.0 36.0 28.0 19.7 1.06 ms
Tree-flip-rej 1.2 41.9 37.8 8.8 3.0 17.1 10.5 31.1 27.2 18.3 0.17 ms
Tree-rej 1.6 41.6 36.0 9.7 3.4 16.8 11.2 35.0 26.8 18.4 0.26 ms
Tree-flip 1.2 42.0 37.6 10.6 3.0 17.2 10.8 30.4 27.1 18.3 0.35 ms
Tree 1.5 42.0 37.5 11.7 3.3 17.7 10.9 34.0 27.0 18.7 0.59 ms
Table 3.2: Results on the Pascal VOC 2007 dataset. Comparison of our method
with the Exemplar-SVM baseline [91]. The results obtained using Fast Template
Vector Quantization [120] are also given as a term of comparison. The four variants
of our approach (standard tree, tree with flip augmentation, rejecting tree, rejecting
tree with flip augmentation) are reported, showing detection accuracy and timings.
Running times refer to the mean time required for evaluating each exemplar on an
image.
The same experiments are then repeated combining these techniques with the
Fast Template Vector Quantization method of [120], which to the best of our knowl-
edge is the fastest Exemplar-SVM formulation in literature (see Section 3.4.3).
Table 3.2 summarizes the results for all of the proposed methods, along with the
ESVM ensemble baseline (ESVM) and the Fast Template Vector Quantization [120]
(FTVQ) method applied to Exemplar-SVM. To provide these baselines we used
the Exemplar-SVM framework of [91] available online and our implementation
of FTVQ. All experiments have been performed on an Intel Core i7-2600K, 4 x
3.40Ghz to provide a fair comparison of timings.
Detection accuracy is reported in terms of mean Average Precision (mAP) and
the evaluation time represents the average time to evaluate an image with a single
exemplar. This is a cost which is normalized both with the number of images to
evaluate and with the number of classifiers in the ensemble. Average Precision
is calculated by numerically integrating the area under the Precision-Recall curve
for each class. This is the standard evaluation metric for object detection since
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Pascal VOC 2010 [33], which differs from the 11-point AP used previously and in
particular in [91].
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Figure 3.5: Plot of timings varying the number of exemplars. The average execu-
tion time for evaluating an image of the four variants of our method (Tree Timing)
is compared with the time required by the monolithic ensemble [91] (Ensemble
Timing). A logarithmic trend is observed in relation to the number of exemplars.
Speed-up values are reported, at the correspondent mark in the plot, for 1k, 5k, 15k
and 20k exemplars.
The Tree method obtains a mAP of 18.65, which is comparable to the ESVM
ensemble baseline and is on average 10 times faster. The use of the flipped ex-
emplars strategy instead, at almost no additional cost in mAP, lowers by 60% the
overall evaluation time since we have to evaluate only the original unflipped win-
dows, obtaining a 18× speed-up with respect to the ESVM baseline.
Employing rejecting thresholds we are able to reach a 25× and 38× speed up
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for the Tree-rej and the Tree-rej-flip methods, respectively. These two
methods leave the mAP of the system almost unchanged with respect to the standard
Tree algorithm, meaning that we are able to prune windows that do not contain
any detectable object. All of the proposed variants of the method are faster than
FTVQ.
To analyse the benefit of our approach in relation with the ensemble size, in
Figure 3.5 we report a comparison of timings between our methods and the ESVM
baseline. Each point in the plot compares a timing obtained with the same number
of exemplars with both methods. To perform these experiments, large ensemble
have been syntetically generated in order to gather timings. The plot shows a clear
logarithmic relationship between the timings of the ensemble and the Tree and
Tree-flip methods. Using the rejecting taxonomy, the logarithmic trend is less
evident since the number of comparisons is reduced, depending on the image con-
tent.
It is important to note that the speed-up increases as more models are used.
For example, considering the Tree method, we have a 10× speed-up with 5k ex-
emplars but we are able to obtain a 28× speed-up when 20k exemplars must be
evaluated. The same behaviour is registered for the other variants reaching a 65×
gain with Tree-rej-flip at 20k exemplars, going from more than 2 minutes to
less than 2 seconds. In the experiments reported in Table 3.2 this speed-up is not
appreciable since most of the classes in Pascal have a small number of exemplars
(200-300 on average) and we are averaging timings on all classes.
We perform the same analysis on our Vector Quantized variants of the tax-
onomies, comparing them to the fairer baseline of FTVQ [120]. In Table 3.3 the
Object Detection results on Pascal 2007 are shown. Overall, the mAP of the method
is slightly lower than the respective unquantized versions but we are able to improve
the mean execution time to less than 0.1ms per exemplar per image for each vari-
ant. Note that on average all quantized tree methods have almost the same speed.
This is caused by the feature quantization step which dominates over the evalua-
tion phase. This reflects on the trends of the plots in Figure 3.6. Here the speed
of the vector quantized hierarchies is compared to the speed of FTVQ. Whereas all
these techniques are much faster than ESVM, it can be seen how the benefit brought
by the taxonomy is even bigger. With 20k exemplars we obtain from 39x speed-
up with VQ-Tree to 95.5x with VQ-Tree-rej-flip. As stated before, the
time required by the rejecting and flipped versions of the quantized tree are almost
the same for a relatively small amount of exemplars due to a fixed time needed to
quantize the features from the test windows.
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Figure 3.6: Plot of timings varying the number of exemplars applying Vector Quan-
tization. The execution time of the four variants of our Vector Quantized Tax-
onomies are compared with the time for evaluating the monolithic FTVQ ensem-
ble [120]. Speed-up values, at the correspondent mark in the plot, are reported for
1k, 5k, 15k and 20k exemplars (overlapping points are omitted). A logarithmic
trend is observed in relation to the number of exemplars with the VQ-Tree variant
while the others are domniated by the linear quantization cost.
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Method
ESVM [91] 19.0 47.0 3.0 11.0 9.0 39.0 40.0 2.0 6.0 15.0 7.0
ELDA [59] 18.4 39.9 9.6 10.0 11.3 39.6 42.1 10.7 6.1 12.1 3.0
FTVQ [120] 18.0 47.0 3.0 11.0 9.0 39.0 40.0 2.0 6.0 15.0 7.0
VQ-Flip-rej 17.7 45.0 2.2 9.0 7.3 34.9 36.7 1.2 5.3 14.8 4.6
VQ-Tree-Rej 14.8 46.3 1.8 10.0 7.9 39.2 37.5 1.6 5.5 15.3 3.6
VQ-Tree-Flip 17.1 44.8 2.2 9.1 7.1 34.7 37.0 1.3 5.2 14.5 4.4
VQ-Tree 15.0 46.0 2.0 9.7 8.0 39.2 37.4 1.7 5.6 15.4 4.7
mAP Time
ESVM [91] 2.0 44.0 38.0 13.0 5.0 20.0 12.0 36.0 28.0 19.8 6.48 ms
ELDA [59] 10.6 38.1 30.7 18.2 1.4 12.2 11.1 27.6 30.2 19.1 6.48 ms
FTVQ [120] 2.0 44.0 38.0 13.0 5.0 20.0 12.0 36.0 28.0 19.7 1.06 ms
VQ-Flip-rej 1.2 40.8 36.8 10.5 2.7 16.8 10.9 30.0 26.8 17.8 0.04 ms
VQ-Tree-Rej 1.5 41.5 36.9 10.6 3.4 16.6 11.2 34.5 27.8 18.4 0.05 ms
VQ-Tree-Flip 1.3 41.1 36.6 10.4 2.7 16.7 10.2 29.9 26.9 17.7 0.05 ms
VQ-Tree 1.6 41.3 36.6 11.0 3.3 16.5 11.5 34.9 28.0 18.5 0.08 ms
Table 3.3: Results on the Pascal VOC 2007 dataset (quantized version). Com-
parison of the quantized version of our method with the Exemplar-SVM base-
line [91]. The results obtained using the Fast Template Vector Quantization [120]
are also given as a term of comparison. The four variants of our Vector Quantized
Taxonomies (standard tree, tree with flip augmentation, rejecting tree, rejecting
tree with flip augmentation) are reported, showing detection accuracy and timings.
Running times refer to the mean time required for evaluating each exemplar on an
image.
To provide a final overview, in Figure 3.7 we show the execution time varying
the number of exemplars for all the proposed methods. As expected, the vector
quantized taxonomies perform much better than their unquantized counterparts and
the usage of rejection thresholds and flipped exemplars is crucial in ensuring an
extremely fast evaluation of the method. On the plot are underlined the speed-ups
obtained by the most performing variant of the algorithm: VQ-Tree-rej-flip.
Evaluation speed with a large number of classifiers is a couple of orders of magni-
tude faster than ESVM, lowering the required time from approximately 2 minutes to
half a second for 20k exemplars with more than a 500-fold gain.
We analyze the rescoring effect for the Tree method varying the percentage
of rescored windows. As can be seen in Figure 3.8 using less than 5 % of the
windows affects the mAP by almost 2 points. Increasing the fraction of windows to
be rescored with the whole ensemble the mAP obviously saturates to the baseline
value. Note that rescoring the 5% of the windows has a cost of 0.1 ms per exemplar.
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our fastest method (VQ-Tree-rej-flip).
This operation becomes expensive above 15% of the windows.
3.5.2 Label Transfer Segmentation
Along with object detection accuracy we evaluated the label transfer capabilities of
the system performing a segmentation experiment. In order to do so, we manually
annotated the Pascal VOC Bus class (229 exemplars and 213 test objects for a total
of 442 buses) with segmentation masks. Given a set of detection stemmed from a
bank of exemplars the following procedure can be applied to generate segmentation
masks. First we weight all transferred masks according to the exemplar detection
confidence and accumulate such weighted masks into a segmentation map. To re-
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Rescoring the whole window set is equivalent to evalute the full Ensemble. We
report mAP without rescoring as 0%.
move noise, we rescale the mask into [−1, 1] and threshold it. Mask rescaling is
necessary on one hand to avoid misses in case few exemplars have positive score,
on the other hand to avoid over segmentations when many exemplars are matched.
Threshold is cross-validated on the validation set. As baseline we use the standard
monolithic ensemble [91] and compare it to VQ-Tree-rej-flip. The segmen-
tation masks have been evaluated for both the Bus class and the Background class,
measuring a pixel-wise accuracy
Acc =
tp
tp+ fp+ fn
(3.12)
as specified in the Pascal guidelines for segmentation. Using the hierarchical
structure we obtained a 48.07% accuracy for the Bus class and 76.30% for the Back-
ground against a baseline of 49.59% and 77.14%, respectively. Some qualitative
results are reported in Figure 3.9 where the segmentation masks generated by our
method and by the baseline are compared. These results show that with our index-
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Figure 3.9: Segmentation masks produced by Exemplar-SVM label transfer. Green
masks in the upper row are produced using the standard ensemble [91], red masks
in the lower row are generated using our hierarchical ensemble.
ing strategy we are still able to retrieve objects which maintain a good alignment
with test objects, leaving the label transfer capabilities of the framework almost
unaffected.
3.6 Conclusion
In this work we have proposed a technique to overcome the main drawback of the
Exemplar-SVM framework, i.e. the high computational burdain at test time. In
fact, even if it has found large interest for many computer vision tasks, the real ap-
plicability of this technique is limited due to the linear dependency in the number
of examples. We solve this issue by building a quantized indexing taxonomy to
access data at a logarithmic cost and just a small loss in detection performance. We
have shown how combining different strategies to speed-up the evaluation we are
able to provide a reliable approximation of a ESVM ensemble with a very small
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computational footprint, which is orders of magnitude faster than the original for-
mulation. Moreover we have shown how our indexing impacts the label transfer
property of the method, applying the technique to a segmentation task. Confirming
the previous experiments, the results are satisfactory providing high quality masks
compared to the baseline.
Chapter 4
Imaging Novecento. A Mobile App
for Automatic Recognition of
Artworks and Transfer of Artistic
Styles
Imaging Novecento is a native mobile application that can be used
to get insights on artworks in the “Museo Novecento” in Florence, IT.
The App provides smart paradigms of interaction to ease the learn-
ing of the Italian art history of the 20th century. Imaging Novecento
exploits automatic approaches and gamification techniques with recre-
ational and educational purposes. Its main goal is to reduce the cog-
nitive effort of users versus the complexity and the numerosity of art-
works present in the museum. To achieve this the App provides au-
tomatic artwork recognition. It also uses gaming, in terms of a play-
ful user interface which features state-of-the-art algorithms for artistic
style transfer. Automated processes are exploited as a mean to attract
visitors, approaching them to even lesser known aspects of the history
of art. 1
1Parts of this chapter have been published as “Imaging Novecento. A Mobile App for Automatic
Recognition of Artworks and Transfer of Artistic Styles” in Proc. of International Euro-Mediterranean
Conference (EUROMED), Nicosia (Cyprus), 2016. [9].
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4.1 Introduction
Modern museums can provide new paradigms for experiencing artworks. Thanks
to the technological development, novel initiatives include pervasive uses of tech
to create interactive experiences for visitors throughout a museum. However, mak-
ing content relevant and appealing through these modern technologies is a difficult
problem, requiring more and more interactivity as the audience is shifting towards
a ‘multimedia point of view’. Moreover, while the massive amount of available
artworks constitutes a huge resource for education and recreation purposes, it can
also be a cognitive burden for visitors.
The cognitive process related to learning has been an active subject of study in
recent decades. According to cognitive load theory, learners must cope with a cer-
tain level of cognitive effort to process new information [105]. In this regard, mul-
timedia education, defined as “presenting words and pictures that are intended to
foster learning” [95], can be an effective remedy because it facilitates the activation
of sensory and cognitive perceptions (e.g. visual and notional memory), avoiding
visitors from information overloading. This can also be reinforced by gamifica-
tion, that is the use of playful experience to help a user find personal motivations
and engagement with serious content [114]. This combination can enhance the
visitor’s involvement and further lower its cognitive effort. Using gamified appli-
cations, museum visitors have the opportunity to feel the emotion of a game, share
results with friends on social networks or become part of a game community [100].
This aspect of learning through gaming is even more valuable in the context of the
“Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD) approach [7] that allows on demand access to
digital content on personal devices. The BYOD approach and gamification have
been identified in the NMC Horizon Report 2015 to be increasingly adopted by
museums in one year’s time or less for mobile and online engagement [75].
In this chapter we report our experience in embedding these concepts into Imag-
ing Novecento, a system built around a mobile application developed for the mu-
seum “Museo Novecento” in Florence, IT. We aimed at improving the learning
process of the visitors by exploiting a simple gamification paradigm, and at re-
ducing visitors cognitive load. To this end, we also developed a state-of-the-art
computer vision system that is able to 1) recognize artworks from photos; 2) apply
their style to user photos. These technologies are well suited for integrating the
BYOD and gamification paradigms. The chapter is organized as follows: in Sec.
4.1.1 we briefly describe the context of the project, in Sec. 4.1.2 we establish the
specifications of the project, in Sec. 4.2 we describe the proposed system and its
components. Finally in Sec. 4.3 we report the conclusions of our experience.
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4.1.1 The Museo Novecento in Florence and Innovecento
The “Museo Novecento” in Florence, IT, is a museum opened on June 24, 2014.
The museum is dedicated to the Italian art of the 20th century and offers a selection
of about 300 artworks distributed in fifteen exhibition halls on two levels. The
venue is located in the former hospital of the “Leopoldine” in Piazza Santa Maria
Novella. The museum has been an example of innovation since its genesis, thanks
to the prompt adoption of the latest multimedia technologies.
In March 2015, in order to improve the visitor experience, the Municipality of
Florence has published an open call “INNOVecento - Novecento Museum Innova-
tion Lab” inviting companies and professionals to propose ideas and solutions based
on ICT. Five companies specialized in technologies applied to cultural heritage have
already responded to the call which, at the time of writing, is still open. As NE-
MECH, centre of competence of the Tuscany region in Italy, we proposed Imaging
Novecento. The App features automatic recognition of artworks through the vis-
itor’s smartphone and automatic transfer of artistic styles from artworks. These
styles can be applied to user images.
4.1.2 Motivations and design
The target of the App is rather wide. Although Imaging Novecento can be used
by anyone (e.g. tourists and residents), during the design process we identified a
specific audience. We mainly target the App towards people in a relatively young
age (between 14 and 30 years old), more accustomed to digital technologies, open
to technological innovation and to gamification.
One of the main ideas of the App is to exploit the pervasiveness of mobile
cameras in modern smartphones to reduce the cognitive effort required to museum
visitors. In fact, despite themed rooms and the ubiquitous explanatory cards, users
can still be overwhelmed by the great number of artworks present in the museum.
Labels in museums can be very concise or, on the contrary, can be filled with lots
of explanation, often generic, not highlighting salient features of individual paint-
ings. By using Imaging Novecento, the visitor can take a picture of the artwork
he is interested in. The App will automatically recognize the painting and provide
related information. Another reason for the adoption of this automatic process is
the resistance of museums’ curators to place or attach additional materials, such as
QR codes or BLE iBeacon [63], next to artworks.
Furthermore, tourists and school groups are usually ‘hit-and-run’ visitors who
tend to rapidly forget or do not have the time to process the overload of infor-
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mation. To solve this issue, Imaging Novecento leverages a playful feature that
employs state-of-the-art algorithms for transferring artistic styles from recognized
artworks to user images. This is done using a gamification paradigm at the in-
terface level. Gamification techniques have been proved to be useful in engaging
students in the learning process, improving their skills and maximizing their long-
term memory [23].
4.1.3 Previous work
Several previous works have addressed the problem of providing an engaging ex-
perience to museum visitors. Rapid technological development has led to the im-
plementation of a lot of applications. There are several active trends for virtual
museums: immersive reality [43,92], natural interaction installations [8,37], mixed
reality, mobile applications [16, 157]. While they all offer increasing engagement
of visitors, only recently studies on the effects of audience have been carried out
[75, 104]. In particular, a recent audience study has been conducted on the case of
the “Keys to Rome” international exhibition, hosted at the “Imperial Fora Museum”
in Rome in 2015, to assess the impact of these technologies on cultural heritage.
The exhibition was made up of 11 digital installations and applications, installed
in the museum [104]. The study highlights some fundamental aspects that must be
taken into account when designing applications for virtual museums: 1) the major-
ity of museum visitors are tourists and school groups; 2) visitors generally require
applications with an high level of interactivity, particularly on their mobile devices;
3) it is essential for the UX design to use metaphors of informal learning capa-
ble to stimulate attention, memory and engagement (e.g. through gamification) in
visitors.
Automatic artwork recognition Automatic artwork recognition is a long stand-
ing problem in applications for cultural heritage. Descriptors such as SIFT and
SURF have been used for years in order to address this task [118, 135] due to
their accuracy in recognizing paintings. Crowley and Zisserman [19] retrieve art-
works finding object correspondences between photos and paintings by using a
deformable part based method. More recent approaches for artwork recognition
adopt Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) as in [4], where a holistic and a part
based representation are combined. Peng and Chen [106] exploit CNNs to extract
cross-layer features for artist and artistic style classification tasks. Artistic style
recognition is also performed in [77] on two novel large scale datasets. Similarly to
these works, we explore the use of CNNs features but we aim to obtain a global rep-
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resentation that is semantically meaningful and also capable of retaining low level
visual content information. Artwork recognition has also been used with wearable
devices, as in [8] where the user’s position is jointly estimated with what he is
looking at.
Artistic style transfer Regarding the application of artistic style to photos, a lot
of research has been done in the past. The problem of rendering a given photo in
the style of a particular artwork is known in literature as a branch of non photore-
alistic rendering [84]. This class of works use texture transfer [30, 151] to achieve
style transfer. These techniques are non-parametric and directly alter image pixels
of the content image into pre-defined styles. Another direction of work focuses on
the idea of separating style and content in order to ‘remix’ them together in dif-
ferent configurations. First works were evaluated on much simpler images such
as characters in different handwritings [136] or images representing human body
configurations [31]. Only recently, the breakthrough paper from Gatys et al. [50]
showed the possibility of disentangling the content from the style of natural images
by using a convolutional neural network based representation. The advantage of
this approach is the capability of performing style transfer from any painting to any
kind of content images. The approach was recently extended with a more advanced
perceptual loss [74] and also applied to movies [3] by considering the optical flow.
4.2 The System
The system is composed by two main components: a mobile App and a computer
vision system responsible to address the two tasks of automatically recognize art-
works and apply artwork styles to user photos. The mobile App is used by the
visitor in the museum and is the fulcrum of the user interaction. Once installed
by the user in his mobile phone, it allows to take pictures, deliver artwork infor-
mation and request the style transfer to new photos. Due to the limited amount of
computational power available on most mobile devices, the computer vision sys-
tem is deployed on a scalable web server system that processes requests from the
mobile App. Since the two tasks use quite different technologies, we discuss them
separately in the following sections.
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4.2.1 The Mobile App
Imaging Novecento has been developed as an Android application using Ionic 2.
Ionic is a framework, based on Sass and AngularJS, for building highly interactive
native web apps through mobile-optimized HTML, CSS and JS components and
tools. Imaging Novecento is a contextual App that can be used exclusively inside
the Museo Novecento in Florence. An information flyer of the App is delivered to
the visitor at the ticket office. In the flyer there are a QR code, through which the
visitor can download the App from the Google Play store, and the list of the art-
works on which the App can perform the automatic recognition and style transfer
processes. The list comprises a selection of twenty artworks for which the mu-
seum’s curators have provided multimedia materials. The App interface (Fig. 4.1)
is quite simple and is organized in two main views: 1) the Camera View and 2) the
Artwork Details view.
Figure 4.1: Imaging Novecento in action: 1) the user takes a picture of an artwork;
2) the artwork is recognized and insights are shown; 3) the user selects a photo from
his own gallery in order to apply that artwork style and to share the results on social
networks.
The Camera View allows the visitor to frame one of the artworks on the list in
order to have it immediately recognized by the automatic system. Proper feedback
is given in case the recognition is not successful. Once the artwork is recognized,
the Artwork Details view is activated. In this view, exhaustive but concise informa-
tion about the author, the history of the artwork and its artistic style are given. An
infographic is presented to the user. It works as a “call to action” for enabling the
transfer of the recognized painting style to a photo from the user’s device gallery.
The infographic provides an animated preview that shows the result of the artis-
tic style transfer on a predefined picture. After the image has been successfully
uploaded, the remote process for style transfer is performed. The result of the elab-
2http://ionicframework.com/
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oration is then sent to the user in a few minutes by email. The image has a resolution
of 900px wide preserving the original image aspect ratio and can be shared on the
most popular social networks (e.g. Facebook).
4.2.2 Automatic Artwork Recognition
Artwork recognition is performed through a Python web server with a REST inter-
face. The server processes the image and returns the ID of the recognized painting.
The recognition step combines modern deep features with classical Support Vector
Machines (SVM) in order to classify photos of paintings. Image features are ex-
tracted using a deep convolutional neural network (CNN), and are then evaluated
using a set of classifiers, one for each recognizable artwork. The neural network
we adopted is the Caffe reference model [73], fine-tuned for style recognition using
the FlickrStyle dataset [77]3.
To obtain a representation which is at the same time semantically meaningful
and capable of retaining low level visual content information, we extract image fea-
tures from an intermediate level of the network. In particular, we adopt the pool5
feature map, the latest one before the fully connected (FC) layers of the CNN. In
fact, FC layers trade spatial information for a more semantic representation, which
is highly coupled with the task and with the visual domain on which the network
has been trained. This choice is therefore motivated by the fact that our visual do-
main, while being quite close, is different from the one of FlickrStyle. Moreover,
Figure 4.2: Samples from the dataset collected at the museum. On the first row
standard pictures are shown, depicting the painting in their entirety. On the sec-
ond row instead, are reported more challenging photos, due to blur, occlusion or
rotation.
3the network is available online at http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/gathered/
examples/finetune_flickr_style.html
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Figure 4.3: Confusion matrix for the artwork recognition module. Each row indi-
cates the percentages of correct and incorrect classifications for a given artwork.
since a sufficiently large dataset was not available to perform a further fine-tuning
step, SVM classifiers have been trained to adapt the framework to the App’s do-
main and be able to classify artworks correctly. For training the classifiers we used
approximately 1,800 images, gathered at the museum using different smartphones
and tablets, namely Galaxy S4, Galaxy Tab, iPhone 6, iPad Mini and OnePlus One.
These images represent all of the twenty artworks plus a ‘negative’ set of images
containing other scenes and paintings inside of the museum. They are used to re-
duce the false positive rate when the user accidentally attempts to recognize other
paintings. All the classifiers are One vs All SVMs. During the evaluation phase,
the ID of the highest scoring one is returned to the mobile App, if it scores above
a cross validated threshold. Details about the recognized artwork are then provided
to the user, who can upload a personal photo to get the style of the painting trans-
ferred on to it. Calls to the webserver are handled asynchronously and each request
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takes approximately 300ms on a CPU.
In order to test the recognition accuracy we collected an additional set of photos
which were not used for training. For each one of the twenty artworks in our sys-
tem, we collected approximately 30 photos taken from different viewpoints, with
different scales and degrees of occlusion. Fig. 4.2 shows some of the photos from
the test set. Some of them are “difficult” in a sense that might be blurred or taken
from challenging viewpoints and artworks may be partially occluded by other vis-
itors. Despite these difficulties our system achieves an overall good performance
with a mean accuracy of 94.01%. In detail, in Fig. 4.3 we report the confusion
matrix for the twenty artworks in the test set, showing how often each painting is
correctly classified or confused with other artworks. As can be seen, the majority of
artworks are perfectly recognized. Only four artworks have performance slightly
inferior to 0.9, due to the difficult lightening conditions present in their specific
locations at the museum.
4.2.3 Artistic style transfer
From the Artwork Detail view of the mobile App, the user has the possibility to
upload a personal image on which the style of the artwork will be applied. In this
way, entertaining personal pictures that share similarities with the artworks can be
obtained and shared on social networks. As a result, a visit at the museum can
become a playful experience, combining gaming and learning aspects for young
visitors. We base our approach on that of Gatys et al. [50], that is capable of freely
mixing style and content of two different photos. The main advantage of this ap-
proach is its broad applicability to different styles, in contrast to fixed handcrafted
styles [30, 151]. This allows a museum curator to easily add new artworks in the
system without requiring the development of a new transfer style algorithm. Fol-
lowing [50], our approach uses a CNN to derive a neural representation of content
and style. The feature responses of a pre-trained network on object recognition
(VGG-19 [128]) are used to capture the appearance of an artwork image and the
content of a user photo under the form of texture information. We start from a blank
novel image that is altered with back-propagation until its neural representation is
similar in terms of euclidean distance to the style and content representations.
Unfortunately, the generation of the image is quite computational intensive. For
an image of 900 pixel large, it takes about ∼90 seconds on a K80 NVIDIA GPU.
As a result, the requests have to be handled offline since it is not possibile to obtain
the output image in few seconds. Considering also that multiple requests can be
made at the same time from multiple users, we implemented a scalable web server
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Figure 4.4: Two examples of image stylization: 1) Baccio Maria Bacci, “Il tram di
Fiesole”, applied to a picture of the Battistero in Florence, IT; 2) Alberto Moretti,
“Malcom X ed altri”, applied to a picture of Piazza della Repubblica, also in Flo-
rence.
that is able to be easily deployed on several interconnected nodes. Web requests
are handled in Python and enqueued to a distributed queue run by a Celery4 server.
By treating each request as a single unit task, it allows to process the images in a
distributed batch fashion on several GPUs and several servers if available. After
completing the computation, each output image is sent to the user via email, to-
gether with a description of the artwork. We also include links to share the image
to several social media, with the aim of enabling viral publicity of the museum.
4.3 Conclusion
We presented the Imaging Novecento App, recently developed for the “Museo
Novecento” in Florence, IT. Following previous studies on cultural heritage au-
dience and applications, the App aims at enhancing the experience in the museum
reducing cognitive load and exploiting gamification. The App automatically recog-
nizes a selection of paintings and provides insights on artworks and their authors.
The user can upload a personal picture with his smartphone to get it stylized with
the recognized artwork style. He also has the possibility of sharing it on social net-
works. In this work we show how computer vision technologies can be exploited to
4http://www.celeryproject.org
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increase interactivity and reduce cognitive load. This can attract the targeted audi-
ence to the museum and further engage people with content. A system evaluation
and a user study of the system are being conducted and will be the subject of future
work.
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Chapter 5
Segmentation free object discovery in
videos
In this chapter we present a simple yet effective approach to extend
without supervision any object proposal from static images to videos.
Unlike previous methods, these spatio-temporal proposals, to which we
refer as “tracks”, are generated relying on little or no visual content by
only exploiting bounding boxes spatial correlations through time. The
tracks that we obtain are likely to represent objects and are a general-
purpose tool to represent meaningful video content for a wide variety
of tasks. For unannotated videos, tracks can be used to discover con-
tent without any supervision. As further contribution we also propose
a novel and dataset-independent method to evaluate a generic object
proposal based on the entropy of a classifier output response. We ex-
periment on two competitive datasets, namely YouTube Objects [111]
and ILSVRC-2015 VID [119]. 1
5.1 Introduction
Image and video analysis can be considered similar on many levels, but whereas
new algorithms are continuously raising the bar for static image tasks, advance-
ments on videos seem to be slower and hard going. What makes video comprehen-
1Parts of this chapter have been published as “Segmentation Free Object Discovery in Video” in
Proc. of European Computer Vision Conference (ECCV), Workshop on Brave new ideas for motion
representations in videos, Amsterdam (Netherlands), 2016. [20].
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sion more difficult is mainly the huge amount of data that has to be processed and
the need to model an additional dimension: time.
We believe that focusing on relevant regions of videos, such as objects, will
reduce the complexity of the problem and ease learning for models like Deep Net-
works. The same concept has been successfully applied to images using object
proposals [67], which analyse low level properties, such as edges, to find regions
that are likely to contain salient objects. Advantages are twofold, first the search
space is considerably reduced, second, as a consequence, the number of false posi-
tives generated by classifiers is lowered.
Object proposals provide a relatively small set of bounding boxes likely to con-
tain salient regions in images, based on some objectness measure. Different propos-
als, such as EdgeBoxes [165], are commonly used in image related tasks to reduce
the number of candidate regions to evaluate. Recently, there have been some at-
tempts to adapt the paradigm of object proposals to videos to solve specific tasks,
by generating consistent spatio-temporal volumes. In [111] motion segmentation
is exploited to extract a single spatio-temporal tube for video, in order to perform
video classification. The task of object discovery is tackled in [134] by generat-
ing a set of boxes using a foreground estimation method and matching them across
frames using both geometric and appearance terms. Kwak et al. [83] combine a
discovery step matching similar regions in different frames and a tracking step to
obtain temporal proposals. In [103] a classifier is learnt to guide a super-voxel
merging process for obtaining object proposals. Temporal proposals have been ex-
ploited to segment objects in videos in [150] by discovering easy instances and
propagating the tube to adjacent frames. Other methods to generate salient tubes
have been proposed for action localization in [158] using human and motion detec-
tion.
Differently from the above approaches we do not rely on segmentation, which
is a time-consuming task especially for videos. Our method is simply based on the
response of a frame-wise proposal method. The weak supervision obtained from
the temporal consistency of the video is exploited to generate tracks. Our method
aims at generating few, highly precise, tracks containing objects in the video.
In this work we propose a technique to include time into a generic object pro-
posal, by exploiting the weak supervision provided by time itself to match spatial
proposals between adjacent frames. This results in spatio-temporal tracks that rep-
resent salient objects in the video and can therefore be used instead of the whole
sequence. To the best of our knowledge we are the first to adopt a fully unsuper-
vised matching strategy that only relies on bounding box coordinates without any
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Figure 5.1: Example of frame matching; matched boxes are inserted into their re-
spective track. (left) reference frame where the top 10 proposals extracted with
EdgeBoxes are shown; (center) following frame with top 10 EdgeBoxes propos-
als; (right) 2 matched proposals between the two frames; these will be part of two
different tracks
semantic content or visual descriptor apart from optical flow. We also introduce
a novel dataset-independent proposal evaluation method based on the entropy of
classifier scores and an optical flow based correction and filtering approach to get
more accurate spatio-temporal proposals.
The article is organized as follows: in Section 5.2 we explain our method in
details, introducing “tracks” and how we compose them from spatial proposals. In
Section 5.3 we present our novel entropy based evaluation and in Section 5.4 we
show some experimental results on two different datasets. Finally, in Section 5.5
we give the conclusions of our work.
5.2 Video Temporal Proposals
In this section we introduce the concept of “track”, describing in details how these
are generated from a set of bounding boxes extracted by an object proposal in the
video.
Given a video V , for each frame fi we extract a set Bi of bounding boxes
bki using an object proposal. We propose a method to match boxes that exhibit a
temporal consistency in consecutive frames through the video, yielding to a set T
of tracks tj . A track is defined as a succession of bounding boxes bki for which the
intersection over union (IoU) between two boxes bmi (belonging to frame fi) and
bni+1 (belonging to frame fi+1) is above a defined threshold θτ .
Starting from the first frame, each time a match is found, the corresponding
bounding box is added to the end of the track and becomes the reference box for
the following frame. If no match is found the last box of the track is compared with
the following frames until a good match is obtained. An example of matching is
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shown in Fig. 5.1.
When one or more consecutive matches are not found, tracks become frag-
mented, i.e. there are frames for which a track is active but there is no bounding
box. This is usually due to a lack of good bounding boxes for that frame, occlusion
or appearance changes of the object. It is thus necessary to avoid matching boxes
in frames too far apart that therefore do not represent the same content, but at the
same time we want to be able to tolerate some missing boxes without prematurely
terminating the track.
To this end we introduce a Time to Live counter (TTL) τ for each track. We
define τi(tj) as the number of frames, at frame i, that the method can still wait
before considering the track tj terminated. TTL starts from an initial value γ; each
time a box can not be matched in a consecutive frame the TTL is decremented,
otherwise is incremented (up to γ). More formally, given a track tj and its last
bounding box bmi we increment or decrement its TTL as follows:
τi+1(tj) =
{
τi(tj) + 1, if ∃ n : IoU(bmi , bni+1) > θτ
τi(tj)− 1, otherwise
(5.1)
When the TTL for a track reaches 0, the track is considered terminated. Missing
frames caused by track fragmentation are linearly interpolated using the positions
of the previous and following bounding boxes in the track.
Proposal Motion Compensation Proposals around objects in consecutive frames
are usually unaligned due to movements of the object or the camera. This causes the
IoU score to decrease even if the matching is good. We work around this problem
by registering the boxes with optical flow before computing the IoU. The registra-
tion is performed on the last box of each track, by computing the mean offsets along
the x and y axes inside the boxes. Shifted boxes are only used for matching and
tracks consist only of unaltered boxes.
Temporal NMS As in the spatial case, temporal proposals also suffer of high re-
dundancy. To reduce this effect we extend spatial non-maximal suppression to time,
defining a temporal NMS where instead of computing IoU on areas it is computed
over volumes (vIoU). If αkj is the area of the k-th bounding box in track tj , then the
volume υj of the track is calculated as υj =
∑K
k = 0 α
k
j where K is the length of
the track. Then, vIoU is defined as:
vIoU(tj , tk) =
υj ∩ υk
υj ∪ υk (5.2)
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Using vIoU we apply the standard NMS.
Proposal Suppression Once all the tracks are computed for a given video, we
apply a post-processing to remove the ones that are unlikely to represent an object.
To this end we remove those tracks which have a length smaller than a value l. In
this way we exclude very short tracks that are likely to be composed by background
boxes that happen to have a high IoU.
Another problem is posed by logos and writings impressed on the video. In
fact both of these are very well located by an object proposal but are usually of no
interest. To prevent such objects to be considered as valid tracks, we take the mean
optical flow magnitude in all the boxes of the track and we discard it if under a
threshold s.
Track Ranking It is important to compute a score for temporal proposals, in
order to account for the likelihood of objects in such proposal. To this end, we
propose to consider two factors: the object proposal score used to generate the
bounding boxes at each frame and the values given by the IoUs between frames
of the tracks. For the former we define Et as the mean of the scores given by
EdgeBoxes, for the latter we define It as the mean of all the IoUs of the frames in
the track. Using these two figures we define a track score as:
St = λEt + (1− λ)It (5.3)
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting factor used to balance the contributions of the two
scores.
5.3 Method Evaluation
Object proposals are usually evaluated measuring how well objects are covered by
the generated boxes. These kind of evaluation does not take into account unanno-
tated objects, and therefore provide a benchmark not reflecting the real capabilities
of the proposal method.
The method presented in this work is a general framework for discovering
salient spatio-temporal tracks in videos, which is built upon a generic bounding box
oracle. To evaluate it, we introduce a novel method to establish the effectiveness of
a generic video proposal, which is also dataset-independent since it does not rely
on annotations. We evaluate whether a proposal effectively represents an instance
of some object, since the goal of an object proposal is to locate good candidates and
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not to produce the candidate of a given class (i.e. the one of the ground truth). To
this end we propose an entropy based evaluation which indicates how the proposal
is likely to be recognized as an object. Given a classifier capable of providing for
an image a probability distributionX = {x1, . . . , xN} overN classes, we compute
the Shannon entropy H for the probability vector X , H(X) = −∑Ni=1 xilog(xi).
The rationale behind this choice is that, given a good classifier, for a known
object the output probability distribution will be high for the relative class and near
zero for the others, thus producing a small entropy. On the contrary, for inputs
that the classifier is unsure of, e.g. background patches, the output probability will
be distributed non-uniformly among all the possible classes, resulting in a higher
entropy. Therefore, if the classifier is able to cover effectively a sufficiently large
number of classes, then the entropy can be interpreted as a measure of objectness
for the given proposal.
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Figure 5.2: Keyframes of the top 8 tracks in the VID dataset, compared with the
top 8 EdgeBoxes proposals. Our method has less redundancy and frames objects
more clearly.
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Method Mean
EB [165] 5.02 5.19 5.48 4.52 5.92 6.27 6.16 6.54 5.68 5.19 5.60
Ours 3.58 3.25 3.10 2.45 4.02 3.00 3.58 3.25 3.10 2.45 3.18
GT 0.58 1.33 1.03 1.83 2.31 2.41 2.28 2.58 2.57 2.41 1.93
Table 5.1: Entropy comparison (lower is better) between the proposals provided by
EdgeBoxes (EB) and our method (Ours) and Ground Truth boxes (GT).
5.4 Experiments
We experiment on the YouTube-Objects (YTO) [111] and on the ILSVRC2015-
VID (VID) datasets [119], which both provide a per-frame annotation of the ob-
jects. YTO is composed by 10 classes and most videos contain a single object per
video. VID instead is a more challenging dataset with 30 classes with multiple
objects per video.
Here we evaluate our method using the entropy measure introduced in Section
5.3. In all experiments we use EdgeBoxes [165] as object proposal to generate
bounding boxes and as baseline. For the entropy-based proposal scoring we chose
the VGG-16 [128] network, trained on the ImageNet [119] dataset as image classi-
fier, yielding a 1000-dimensional output probability vector.
For each video we classify 25 proposals and compute the entropy score. For our
method we select the best 25 tracks of each video, according to Eq.5.3, and for each
of them we classify, as representative, the box with the best EdgeBoxes score. We
compare the entropy scores against the best 25 boxes given by EdgeBoxes for the
whole video. As a lower-bound reference value we run the classifier on the dataset
ground truth. This value is what can be expected to be obtained when proposing
only meaningful objects.
Results for YTO are shown in detail in Table 5.1; it can be seen that our method
yields a much lower entropy than EdgeBoxes, also it is close to the ground truth
reference. The same trend can be observed on the VID dataset where we measured
an average Entropy of 4.73, 3.96 and 3.71 for EdgeBoxes, Our method and the
ground truth respectively.
High precision proposals As a further evaluation, we treated our proposal as an
object detector measuring the mean Average Precision (mAP) for the YTO dataset.
This aims at measuring the precision of a proposal method. Since the class set of
YTO is a subset of the one of Pascal VOC [34], for this evaluation we used Fast-
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Method Mean
EB [165] 0.94 0.40 0.49 1.80 10.96 0.57 0.56 0.61 0.26 2.95 0.98
Ours 9.15 7.16 5.98 14.94 10.95 8.43 6.10 2.26 3.42 14.91 8.33
Table 5.2: AP comparison (higher is better) for object detection between Edge-
Boxes (EB) and Our method.
RCNN [51], restricted to the ten common classes.
Table 5.2 shows a comparison between our proposed tracks and EdgeBoxes.
In order to make the comparison fair, we evaluated the best 25 boxes proposed by
both methods for each video, similarly to the entropy evaluation in Section 5.4. The
mAP of our tracks is 8.5 times higher than EdgeBoxes, proving that our proposal is
much more precise.
Qualitative results We report some qualitative results, showing a comparison of
content extracted by our proposal with respect to EdgeBoxes. We compare the best
boxes and tracks in a given video. In Fig. 5.2 it can be seen how our proposals are
more diverse and frame an object correctly with respect to the top proposal chosen
from EdgeBoxes.
In Fig. 5.3 we show an example of high and low entropy proposals. For our
method and EdgeBoxes we report the 10 boxes with the lowest and highest en-
tropies among the first best 25 proposals. As reference we also report high and
low entropy boxes from the ground truth. It can be seen that our method is more
focused on objects even in its highest entropy proposals.
5.5 Conclusions
We proposed a novel and unsupervised method to extract from videos, tracks con-
taining meaningful objects. Our track proposal can build on any object bounding
box proposal method. The matching process only relies on bounding box geometry
and optical flow, resulting in a simple and effective method for high precision video
object proposals. We also introduce a dataset independent method to evaluate the
effectiveness of an object proposal, not relying on dataset annotations. The pro-
posal has been evaluated on the YouTube Objects and ILSVRC-2015 VID datasets,
showing a high precision and providing meaningful object proposals that can be
used for any video analysis task without looking at the whole sequence.
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Figure 5.3: Highest and lowest entropy proposals for our method (Ours), Edge-
Boxes (EB) and ground truth boxes (GT).
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Chapter 6
Predicting action progress in videos
In this chapter we introduce the problem of predicting action progress
in videos. We argue that this is an extremely important task because,
on the one hand, it can be valuable for a wide range of applications
and, on the other hand, it facilitates better action detection results. To
solve this problem we introduce a novel approach, named ProgressNet,
capable of predicting when an action takes place in a video, where it is
located within the frames, and how far it has progressed during its ex-
ecution. Motivated by the recent success obtained from the interaction
of Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Networks, our model is based
on a combination of the Faster R-CNN framework, to make framewise
predictions, and LSTM networks, to estimate action progress through
time. After introducing two evaluation protocols for the task at hand,
we demonstrate the capability of our model to effectively predict ac-
tion progress on the UCF-101 and J-HMDB datasets. Additionally,
we show that exploiting action progress it is also possible to improve
spatio-temporal localization. 1
6.1 Introduction
Many human activities and behaviors rely on understanding what actions are taking
place in the surrounding environment, to what point they have advanced, and even
1Parts of this chapter appear in “Am I Done? Predicting Action Progress in Videos” in arXiv preprint
arXiv:1705.01781, 2017. [11].
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Figure 6.1: Why is action progress prediction important? This example sequence
from “Young Frankenstein” movie shows that in most interactive scenarios it is re-
ally necessary to be able to accurately predict action progress and react accordingly.
Note: you can watch the sequence on https://goo.gl/muYbCb.
when they might be completed. From simple choices, like crossing the street when
cars have passed, to more complex activities like intercepting the ball in a basketball
game, an agent has to recognize and understand how far an action has advanced at
an early stage, based only on what it has seen so far (Fig. 6.1). If an agent has to act
to assist humans, it needs to understand the progress of their intended actions and
plan its own actions in real time. It can not wait for the end of the action to perform
the visual processing. Therefore, the ultimate goal of action understanding should
be the development of an agent equipped with a fully functional perception action
loop, from predicting an action before it happens, to following its progress until it
ends. This is supported also by experiments showing that humans continuously un-
derstand the actions of others in order to plan goals accordingly [44]. Consequently,
a model that is able to forecast action progress would enable new applications in
robotics (e.g. human-robot interaction, realtime goal definitions) and autonomous
driving (e.g. avoid road accidents).
Fully solving the task of action understanding is very hard. The most related lit-
erature is that of predictive vision, an emerging area which is gaining much interest
in the recent years. Approaches have been proposed to perform prediction of the
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near future, be that of a learned representation [87,144], a video frame [94,145] or
directly the action that is going to happen [41]. We believe that fully solving action
understanding requires not only to predict the future outcome of an action, but also
to fully understand what is observed so far in the progress of an action. As a result,
in this chapter we introduce the novel task of predicting action progress, i.e. the
prediction of how far an action has advanced during its execution. In other words,
considering a partial observation of some human action, in addition to understand-
ing what action and where it is happening, we want to infer how long this action
has been executed for with respect to its expected duration. As a simple example of
an application let us consider the use case of a robot trained to interact socially with
humans. The correct behaviour to respond to a handshake would be to anticipate,
with the right timing, the arm motion, so as to avoid a socially awkward moment
in which the person is left hanging. This kind of task cannot be solved unless the
progress of the action is known.
Similar tasks have been addressed in the literature. First of all, predicting action
progress is conceptually different from action recognition and detection [54, 156,
162], where the focus is on finding where the action occurred in time and space.
Action completion [64,90,152,160,163] is a closely related task, where the goal is
to predict when an action can be classified as complete, in order to improve tempo-
ral boundaries and the classifier accuracy on incomplete sequences. However, this
is easier than predicting action progress because it does not require to predict the
partial progress of an action.
Action progress prediction is an extremely challenging task since, to be of max-
imum utility, the prediction should be made while observing the video. While
a thick crop of literature addresses action detection and spatio-temporal localiza-
tion [46,48,68,76,129,149,156,164], predicting action progress is more related to
the variant of online action detection [22, 107, 115]. Here the goal is to accurately
detect, as soon as possible, when an action has started and when it has finished
but they do not have a model to estimate the progress. The additional information
provided by action progress may help in a better definition of temporal boundaries.
While advancements in deep learning [62, 81] have largely improved performance
for action classification and localization, these are still unsolved problems. We hy-
pothesize that a model for action progress would be forced to embed further knowl-
edge of the rich dynamics of videos, thus improving the temporal understanding of
actions.
With this work we propose the first method able to predict action progress using
a supervised recurrent neural network fed with convolutional features, and make
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three primary contributions:
• We define the new task of action progress prediction, which we believe is
useful in developing intelligent planning agents and an experimental protocol
to assess performance.
• Our approach is holistic and it is capable of predicting action progress while
performing spatio-temporal action detection.
• Interestingly enough, there is a direct benefit in being able to correctly define
action boundaries and predicting action progress. In fact, we show that this
leads also to improvements in spatio-temporal action detection on untrimmed
video benchmarks such as the UCF-101 dataset.
6.2 Predicting Action Progress
In addition to categorizing actions (action classification), identifying their bound-
aries spanning through the video (action detection) and localizing the area where
they are taking place within the frames (action localization), our idea is to learn to
predict the progress of an ongoing action. We refer to this task as action progress
prediction. Additionally, being able to predict to what point the action has ad-
vanced, can then help to improve detected spatio-temporal tubes by refining their
temporal boundaries.
6.2.1 Problem definition
Given a video v = {f1 . . . fN} composed of N frames fi, an action can be repre-
sented as a sequence of bounding boxes spanning from a starting frame fS to an
ending frame fE , and enclosing the subject performing the action. This forms what
in literature is usually referred to as action tube [54,122]. For each box in a tube at
time ti, we define the action progress as:
pi =
ti − tS
tE − tS ∈ [0, 1]. (6.1)
Therefore, given a frame fi within a tube in [tS , tE], the action progress can
be interpreted as the fraction of the action that has already passed. This definition
models the framewise action progress as a linearly and monotonically increasing
value in the range [0, 1].
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Figure 6.2: Proposed Architecture. On the bottom (highlighted in orange), we show
the classification and localization data flows for tube generation. On the top (in
yellow), our ProgressNet. Region (ROI FC6) and Contextual features (SPP FC6)
from the last convolutional map are concatenated and then fed to a Fully Connected
layer (FC7). Two cascaded LSTMs perform action progress prediction.
Although the definition of progress in Eq. 6.1 may be seen as simplistic, a major
issue has to be considered in the definition of our task. Formalizing the progress
as a more structured prediction task, i.e. localizing all action phases, would require
a correct and unambiguos definition and annotation of such relevant short-term ac-
tion boundaries (which is an extremely hard annotation task [126]). On the positive
end, a simple linear and monotonic definition of action progress allows to learn pre-
dictive models from any dataset containing spatio-temporal boundary annotations.
This means that our task does not require to collect any additional annotation to
existing datasets, since the action progress values can be directly inferred from the
existing temporal annotations.
6.2.2 Model Architecture
The whole architecture of our method is shown in Fig. 6.2, highlighting the first
branch dedicated to action classification and localization, and the second branch
which predicts action progress. We believe that sequence modelling can have a
huge impact on solving the task at hand, since time is a signal that carries a highly
informative content. Therefore, we treat videos as ordered sequences and propose a
temporal model that encodes the action progress with a Recurrent Neural Network.
In particular we use a model with two stacked Long Short-Term Memory layers
(LSTM), with 64 and 32 hidden units respectively, plus a final fully connected
layer with a sigmoid activation to predict action progress. We named this model
ProgressNet.
Our model emits a prediction pi ∈ [0, 1] at each time step i in an online fash-
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ion, with the LSTMs attention windows that keep track of the whole past history,
i.e. from the beginning of the tube of interest until the current time step. Since
actions can be also seen as transformations on the environment [148], we feed the
LSTMs with a feature representing regions and their context. We concatenate a con-
textual feature, computed by spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) of the whole frame [61],
with a region feature extracted with ROI Pooling [115]. The two representations are
blended with a fully connected layer (FC7). The usage of a SPP layer allows us to
encode context information for arbitrarily-sized images. To extract region features
and perform detection we build upon the framework recently proposed by Saha et
al. [122], which is an extension of the popular object detection model Faster R-
CNN [115], fine-tuned for action recognition. This model adopts a trained Region
Proposal Network (RPN) to generate candidate regions (ROI) that are likely to con-
tain known classes within an image. Using a ROI Pooling layer, these regions are
projected onto an intermediate feature map generated by the model and separate
predictions are made for each ROI. We use ReLU non linearities after every Fully
Connected layer, and dropout to moderate overfitting. In order to be able to feed
action tubes to ProgressNet we use the tube generation module from [122], which
links bounding boxes across adjacent frames using dynamic programming. Com-
pared to [122], ProgressNet adds a negligible computational footprint of about 1ms
per frame, while the whole processing of a single frame takes approximately 150ms
on a TITAN X Maxwell GPU.
Tube Refinement. Given an action tube, composed of boxes Bi we predict the
sequence of progress values p̂i for each box and compute its first order temporal
derivative p̂ ′i . We trim the tube if p̂
′
i ≤ δ and p̂i ≤ µs or p̂ ′i ≤ δ and p̂i ≥ µe
where δ is used to find when the derivative comes close to zero (i.e. the action is not
progressing) and µs and µe ensure that the action is about to begin or has reached
a sufficiently far point in its execution. We use δ = 0.05, µs = 0.1 and µe = 0.8,
which have proven to be suitable by cross validation.
6.2.3 Learning
Our spatio-temporal localization network is initialized with the pretrained network
from [122], which is based on the VGG-16 architecture [128]. To train our Pro-
gressNet we use positive ground truth tubes as training samples. To avoid overfit-
ting the network, we apply the two following augmentation strategies. First, for
every tube we randomly pick a starting point and a duration, so as to generate a
shorter or equal tube (keeping the same ground truth progress values in the chosen
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between the L2 (left) and the Boundary Observant (right)
loss functions. Predicted values and ground truth targets are on the two axes. It
can be seen that the Boundary Observant loss is stricter against errors on the action
boundaries.
interval). For instance, if the picked starting point is at the middle of the video
and the duration is half the video length, the corresponding ground truth progress
targets would be the values in the interval [0.5, 1.0]. This also force the model to
not assume 0 as starting progress value. Second, for every tube we generate a sub-
sampled version, reducing the frame rate by a random factor uniformly distributed
in [1, 10]. This second strategy helps in generalizing with respect to the speed of
execution of different instances of the same action class.
Action progress is defined using Eq. 6.1. Since one of our goals is to improve
action boundaries, we encourage the network to be more precise on the temporal
boundaries of an action by using our Boundary Observant loss:
L =
1
N
N∑
i
{[
(pi − 0.5)2 + (p̂i − 0.5)2
] |pi − p̂i|} (6.2)
where p̂i and pi are the predicted progress and the correspondent ground truth value,
respectively. Compared to a standard L2 loss for regression, the Boundary Ob-
servant loss penalizes errors on the action boundaries more than in intermediate
parts, since we want to precisely identify when the action starts and ends. At the
same time, it avoids the trivial solution of always predicting the intermediate value
p̂ = 0.5. Fig. 6.3 shows the difference between the two loss functions, where pre-
dicted values are on the x axis and desired values on the y axis. Note from Eq. 6.1
that in action progress prediction only values in [0, 1] can be expected
We initialize all layers of ProgressNet with the Xavier [55] method and employ
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the Adam [78] optimizer with a learning rate of 10−4. We use dropout with a
probability of 0.5 on the fully connected layers.
6.3 Experiments
In this section we show results on action progress prediction for spatio-temporal
tubes and propose two evaluation protocols. Since this is a novel task we introduce
some simple baselines and show the benefits of our approach. To further underline
the importance of predicting action progress, we exploit our predictions to refine
precomputed action tubes and improve their temporal localization.
We experiment on the J-HMDB [72] and UCF-101 [131] datasets. J-HMDB
consists of 21 action classes and 928 videos, annotated with body joints from which
spatial boxes can be inferred. All the videos are temporally trimmed and contain
only one action. We use this dataset to benchmark action progress prediction. UCF-
101 contains 24 classes annotated for spatio-temporal action localization. It is a
more challenging dataset because actions are temporally untrimmed and there can
be more than one action of the same class per video. Moreover, it contains video
sequences with large variation in appearance, scale and illumination. We use this
dataset to predict action progress but also to measure the improvement in action
localization. In order to be comparable with previous spatio-temporal action local-
ization works, we adopt the same split of UCF-101 used in [107, 122, 149, 158].
Note that larger datasets such as THUMOS [69] and ActivityNet [35] do not pro-
vide bounding box annotations, and therefore can not be used in our setting.
6.3.1 Evaluation protocol and Metrics
In order to evaluate the task of action progress prediction, we introduce two evalu-
ation protocols along with standard Video-AP for spatio-temporal localization.
Framewise Mean Squared Error. This metric tells how well the model behaves
at predicting action progress when the spatio-temporal coordinates of the actions
are known. Test data is evaluated frame by frame by taking the predictions p̂i on
the ground truth boxes Bi and comparing them with action progress targets pi.
We compute mean squared error MSE = ||p̂i − pi||2 across each class. Being
computed on ground truth boxes, this metric assumes perfect detections and thus
disregards the action detection task, only evaluating how well progress prediction
works.
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Average Progress Precision. Average Progress Precision (APP) is identical to
framewise Average Precision (Frame-AP) [54] with the difference that true posi-
tives must have a progress that lays within a margin from the ground truth target.
Frame-AP measures the area under the precision-recall curve for the detections in
each frame. A detection is considered a hit if its Intersection over Union (IoU) with
the ground truth is bigger than a threshold τ and the class label is correct. In our
case, we fix τ = 0.5 and evaluate the results at different progress margins m in
[0, 1]. A predicted bounding box B̂i is matched with a ground truth box Bi and
considered a true positive when Bi has not been already matched and the following
conditions are met:
IoU(B̂i, Bi) ≥ τ, |p̂i − pi| ≤ m (6.3)
where p̂i is the predicted progress, pi is the ground truth progress and m is the
progress margin. We compute Average Progress Precision for each class and report
a mean (mAPP) value for a set of m values.
Video-AP. Video Average Precision (Video-AP) [54] is used in order to compare
with previous methods and show how predicting action progress can impact on
spatio-temporal action localization. We report results at varying IoU thresholds,
ranging from 0.05 to 0.6. Note that IoU is computed over spatio-temporal tubes,
so detected tubes must be precise both at locating the action within the frame and
at finding the correct temporal boundaries. Therefore, differently from detection in
static images, IoUs higher than 0.4 are very strict.
6.3.2 Implementation Details
In practice, we observed that on some classes of the UCF-101 dataset it is hard to
learn accurate progress prediction models. These are action classes like Biking or
WalkingWithDog that exhibit a cyclic behavior, where even for a human observer
is hard to guess how far the action has progressed. Therefore we extended our
framework by adopting a curriculum learning strategy. First, the model is trained
as described in Sect. 6.2.3 on classes that have a clear non-cyclic behavior2. Then,
we fix all convolutional, FC and LSTM layers and fine-tune the FC8 layer that is
used to perform progress prediction from the last LSTM output on the whole UCF-
101 dataset. This strategy improves the convergence of the model.
2This subset consists of the following classes: Basketball, BasketballDunk, CliffDiving, Cricket-
Bowling, Diving, FloorGymnastics, GolfSwing, LongJump, PoleVault, TennisSwing, VolleyballSpiking.
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Figure 6.4: Mean Squared Error obtained by three formulations of our model (Pro-
gressNet Static, ProgressNet L2 and ProgressNet) on the J-HMDB dataset. Ran-
dom and constant 0.5 predictions are reported as reference.
6.3.3 Action Progress Prediction
In this section we report the experimental results on the task of predicting ac-
tion progress. Since ProgressNet is a multitask approach, we first measure action
progress performance on perfectly localized actions. We then test the method on
real detected tubes with the full model and finally report a qualitative analysis which
shows some success and failure cases.
Action progress on correct localized actions. In this first experiment we evalu-
ate the ability of our method to predict action progress on correctly localized actions
in both time and space. We take the ground truth tubes of actions on the test set and
compare the MSE of three variants of our method: the full architecture trained with
our Boundary Observant loss (ProgressNet), the same model trained with L2 loss
(ProgressNet L2) and a reduced memoryless variant (ProgressNet Static).
The comparison of our full model against ProgressNet L2 is useful to under-
stand the contribution of the Boundary Observant loss with respect to a simpler L2
loss. To underline the importance of using recurrent networks in action progress
prediction, in the variant ProgressNet Static we substitute the two LSTMs with two
fully connected layers that predict progress framewise. In addition, we provide two
baselines: random prediction and a constant prediction of the progress expectation.
The random prediction provides us with a higher bound on the MSE values. The
latter, with a prediction of p̂ = 0.5 for every frame, is a trivial solution that obtains
good MSE results. Both are clearly far from being informative for the task.
We report the results obtained in this experiment in Table 6.1. We first observe
that the MSE values are consistent among the two datasets, with ProgressNet mod-
els ahead of the baselines. ProgressNet and ProgressNet L2 obtain a much lower
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Figure 6.5: t-SNE visualization of ProgressNet’s hidden states of the second LSTM
layer on the J-HMDB test set. Each point corresponds to a frame and its color
represents the ground truth progress quantized with a 0.1 granularity.
J-HMDB UCF-101
Random 0.166 0.166
0.5 0.084 0.083
ProgressNet Static 0.079 0.104
ProgressNet L2 0.032 0.052
ProgressNet 0.026 0.050
Table 6.1: Mean Square Error values for action progress prediction on the UCF-101
and J-HMDB datasets. Results are averaged among all classes.
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golf kick_ball
shoot_bow jump
pour swing_baseball
Figure 6.6: t-SNE visualization of ProgressNet’s hidden states from the second
LSTM layer of 6 classes from J-HMDB test set. Each point corresponds to a frame
and its color represents the ground truth progress quantized with a 0.1 granularity
(as in Fig. 6.5).
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error than ProgressNet Static and the baselines. This confirms the ability of our
model to understand action progress. In particular, the best result is obtained with
ProgressNet, proving that our Boundary Observant loss plays an important role in
training the network effectively. ProgressNet Static has an inferior MSE than the
variants with memory, suggesting that single frames for some classes can be am-
biguous and a temporal context can help to accurately predict action progress. In
particular, observing the class breakdown for J-HMDB in Fig. 6.4, we note that the
static model gives better MSE values for some actions such as Swing Baseball and
Stand. This is due to the fact that such actions have clearly identifiable states, which
help to recognize the development of the action. On the other hand, classes such
as Clap and Shoot Gun are hardly addressed with models without memory because
they exhibit only few key poses that can reliably establish the progress.
We also report in Fig. 6.5 and 6.6 embeddings of the hidden states of the second
LSTM layer. The former contains the whole test set while the latter focuses on four
classes. Each point is a frame of the test set of J-HMDB and is colored according
to its true action progress. In all figures we note that progress increases radially
along trajectories from points labeled with 0.1. This suggests that ProgressNet has
learned directions in the hidden state space that follow action progress.
Action progress with the full pipeline. In this second experiment, we evaluate
the performance of action progress while also performing the spatio-temporal ac-
tion detection with the entire pipeline. Differently from the previous experiment,
we test the full approach where action tubes are generated by the detector. In
Fig. 6.7, we report the mAPP of ProgressNet (trained with BO loss), ProgressNet
Static and the two baselines Random and 0.5 on both the UCF-101 and J-HMDB
benchmarks. Note that the mAPP upper bound is given by standard mean Frame-
AP [54], which is equal to mAPP with margin m = 1. In the p̂ = 0.5 baseline, this
upper bound is reached with m = 0.5.
It can be seen that ProgressNet has mAPP higher than the baselines for stricter
progress margin. This confirms that our approach is able to predict action progress
correctly even when tubes are noisy such as those generated by a detector. Pro-
gressNet Static exhibits a lower performance than ProgressNet, confirming again
that the memory is helpful to model action progress.
Qualitative analysis. Qualitative results taken from the UCF-101 dataset, ob-
tained by our ProgressNet, are shown in Fig. 6.8. It is interesting to notice how in
some of the examples the predicted progress does not have a decise linear trend,
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Figure 6.7: mAPP on the UCF-101 and J-HMDB datasets.
but follows the visual appearance of the action. In particular in the second row
(LongJump), while the athlete is running, the output values tend to fluctuate, but as
soon as he jumps the predicted progress grows firmly towards one. Insights on the
model behavior are also given by the failure cases: in the GolfSwing clip, the actor
hesitates before hitting the golf ball and the progress is therefore late respect to the
ground truth. In the FloorGymnastics case instead, the first and the last pose are
almost identical and the predicted progress grows straight towards completion after
a few frames.
6.3.4 Spatio-temporal action localization
Besides having an intrinsic value in the understanding of human behavior in videos,
action progress is also a useful tool for obtaining more precise action tubes. The
reason why action tubes generated by machine learning methods are often impre-
cise can be traced back to two main causes: inaccurate frame level detections and
difficulties in properly identifying the temporal action boundaries, i.e. the first and
the last frame in which the action is present. Since most methods rely on power-
ful and precise detectors [107, 122] to generate candidate boxes, we argue that the
primary cause of defects concerns temporal boundaries.
In this experiment we perform action localization of tubes trimmed with the
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IoU 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Ours 79.9 77.0 67.0 55.6 46.4 35.7 26.9
Saha et al. [122]3 78.9 76.1 66.4 54.9 45.2 34.8 25.9
Yu et al. [158] 42.8 - - - - - -
Weinzaepfel et al. [149] 54.3 51.7 46.8 37.8 - - -
Peng et al. [107] 54.5 50.4 42.3 32.7 - - -
Singh et al. [129] - - 73.5 - - 46.3
Kalogeiton et al. [76] - - 77.2 - - 51.4
Table 6.2: Mean Video-AP on UCF-101 (split1) for spatio-temporal action local-
ization.
strategy described in Sect. 6.2.2. We follow previous work [76, 122, 129] and use
UCF-101 (split1), reporting performance in terms of mean Video-AP. We apply
our trimming strategy to tubes generated with [122] 3, but the proposed approach
is applicable to tubes generated by any generic method4. We report the results
for this experiment in Table 6.2. Comparing our approach to the baseline tubes
generated with [122], we obtain higher mean Video-AP for every IoU threshold.
This confirms that action progress can be useful to better localize actions in time.
6.4 Conclusion
In this work we defined the novel task of action progress prediction. Our method is
the first that can predict spatio-temporal localization of actions and at the same time
understand the evolution of such activities by predicting their stage on-line. This
approach opens new scenarios for any goal planning intelligent agent in interaction
applications. In addition to our model, we propose a boundary observant loss which
helps to avoid trivial solutions. Moreover, we show that action progress can be used
to improve action temporal boundaries.
3Please note that these numbers are slightly different with respect to the results reported in the origi-
nal paper [122] (apparently there was a bug in the code). We report in Table 6.2 the updated results by
the authors, as shown in https://bitbucket.org/sahasuman/bmvc2016_code.
4State of the art methods like Singh et al. [129] and Kalogeiton et al. [76], only recently appeared,
are likely to generate better tubes.
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Figure 6.8: Qualitative results (success cases in the green frame, failure cases in
the red one). Each row represents the progression of an action. Progress values are
plotted inside the detection box with time on the x axis and progress values on the
y axis. Progress targets are shown in green and predicted progresses in blue.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary of contribution
In this thesis we outlined different contributions to the topic of scene understanding,
with a particular attention to object and action detection beyond simple categorical
annotations. The first part of the thesis focused on a taxonomy learning algorithm to
index ensembles of Exemplar-SVMs and permit an extremely fast evaluation. This
results in the practical applicability of the method when using large ensembles.
This is of particular interest for the ability to perform label transfer operations and
augment detections with meta-data inferred from the training samples even for time
constrained applications. Combining our hierarchical data structure with speed-up
strategy such as early rejection an vector quantization we are able to provide up to
100 fold speed gains for large ensembles with only a small loss in accuracy.
Moving to the video domain, we presented two different techniques to tackle
two kinds of tasks. At first we presented an unsupervised algorithm for object
discovery. This method exploits the temporal consistency of object proposals to
generate spatio-temporal tracks with objects of interest. Since the method does not
rely on any kind of label, the algorithm could even discover objects that are not
annotated in the dataset. To evaluate it we proposed an entropy based criterion that
proved to be suitable to establish whether the proposed tracks are likely to contain
objects or not.
Finally, we presented a technique for spatio-temporal action localization in
videos. Unlike current methods in the state of the art, which classify and local-
ize the action in time and space, we also predict how far the action has progressed.
We refer to this task as Action Progress Prediction. We argue that this task will
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have a large applicability spectrum: accurate action localization, action prediction,
interaction with intelligent agents and planning, among others. Our preliminary
experiments in this novel research direction proved to be effective and helpful for
obtaining accurate spatio-temporal detections.
In addition, we also reported our experience with the development of the An-
droid App Imaging 900, a computer vision application for the Museo Novecento in
Florence, Italy. This App allows users to scan paintings with the phone and transfer
its artistic style onto a personal picture, resulting in a higher engagement from the
visitor.
7.2 Directions for future work
As future work we plan to extend some of the presented methods in the video do-
main, particularly for action recognition. At first we will apply our object discovery
technique specifically to the action domain, with the aim of generating action tubes
in an unsupervised fashion. This can be used as a preliminary step to help action
detection algorithms with unsupervised action proposals. Given the effectiveness
of the method for discovering objects, we believe that the technique could also be
exploited for discovering actions.
The other part we intend to explore in more detail is action progress prediction.
What emerged from our research is that in certain cases the formalization of a
concept as action progress may not be straightforward and could require a careful
study. Certain actions are in fact characterized by a cyclic or an erratic behaviour
and are not representable as a simple linear progression. Different speeds of sub-
actions could require to split the action into simpler atomic phases to capture the
execution variability in different sequences. In order to follow this idea though, a
big amount of fine-grained annotations would be needed, which are hard to obtain.
A solution to this issue could be to apply an unsupervised strategy to align actions
and automatically discover their atomic components.
Appendix A
Publications
This research activity has led to several publications in international journals and
conferences. These are summarized below.1
International Journals
1. F. Becattini, L. Seidenari, A. Del Bimbo. “Indexing quantized ensembles of exemplar-
SVMs with rejecting taxonomies”, in Multimedia Tools and Applications, vol. in
press, 2017. (Special Issue: Content Based Multimedia Indexing) [10.1007/s11042-
017-4794-7]
International Conferences and Workshops
1. F. Becattini, L. Seidenari, A. Del Bimbo. “Indexing ensembles of exemplar-svms
with rejecting taxonomies”, in Proc. of Content-Based Multimedia Indexing (CBMI),
Bucharest (Romania), 2016.
2. G. Cuffaro, F. Becattini, C. Baecchi, L. Seidenari, A. Del Bimbo. “Segmentation
Free Object Discovery in Video”, in Proc. of European Computer Vision Conference
(ECCV), Workshop on Brave new ideas for motion representations in videos, Amster-
dam (Netherlands), 2016.
3. F. Becattini, A. Ferracani, L. Landucci, D. Pezzatini, T. Uricchio, A. Del Bimbo.
“Imaging Novecento. A Mobile App for Automatic Recognition of Artworks and
Transfer of Artistic Styles”, in Proc. of International Euro-Mediterranean Confer-
ence (EUROMED), Nicosia (Cyprus), 2016. (Best paper award)
1The author’s bibliometric indices are the following: H-index = 1, total number of citations = 4
(source: Google Scholar on September 26, 2017).
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Under submission
1. F. Becattini, T. Uricchio, L. Ballan, L. Seidenari, A. Del Bimbo. “Am I Done? Pre-
dicting Action Progress in Videos”, Computer Vision and Patter Recognition, 2018,
Salt Lake City (Utah).
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